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Enjoy the heavenly pleasures of a German Christmas Market. When children

delight in their turns on the merry-go-round and the aroma of mulled wine and roasted

almonds waft through the cold winter air, shining eyes compete with the brightness of 

the candle-light. Find the best spots at: www.germany.travel/christmas
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This month...
…we’re heading north. We guide you on

a Great Escape through northern Thailand,

encountering lost cities, barbecued sausages, 

whooping gibbons and longtail boat rides

past shining temples (p49). And we head

just about as far north as it’s possible to go,

to the Canadian Arctic town of Churchill,

with Halloween approaching and polar

bears circling ever closer (p66). These very

different experiences star on this month’s

pair of covers. A statue of Buddha watches

over the ruins of Sukhothai on the magazine

you’ll find in shops (left), while subscribers 

receive a collectable, simplified version

(right) – one that from now on will be greatly 

varied in its image choice, and with a few

surprises included. As you’ll see, our subject

this issue has a fearsome appetite, and leaves 

strangely human footprints.  

O Subscribe! See p20

O Follow us on Twitter 

@LPTraveller and

Instagram

@lonelyplanettraveller

O Join our Lonely

Planet Traveller

Insiders panel at

immediateinsiders.com
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T R A V E L L E R

This was the result of an incredible encounter with an adult polar

bear – I was within 10 feet of it. Fortunately for me, I was on a

tundra buggy, a behemoth of a vehicle whose wheels alone are

six feet tall.To achieve this shot, the ‘usual’ wildlife kit was not

required. A super-telephoto lens would have been excessive;

the bear was simply too close. Having taken hundreds of frames

of bears that morning, I wanted a different view, a shot to get the

viewer up close and personal. I chose this unconventional crop: 

with no eyes to fix on, it’s all about the texture of the fur.

Canon 1D X; 100-400mm lens; aperture f/5.6; 1/400 sec; ISO 400  

SHOT OF THE MONTH
Jonathan Gregson’s image of a polar bear (p66) 

THE SMARTIES 
CHOICE
Researching our PerfectWeekend

inAntwerp (p80), editorial assistant 

Sophie McGrath was only too

happy to sample that great Belgian

creation, the waffle. She highly

recommends this Smarties-and-

warm-chocolate combo (though

the fork was bad waffle etiquette

– they should be eaten by hand).

THROWING IN 
THE TOWEL
Some visitors toThailand’s KhaoYai National

Park spot wild elephants stomping through

the jungle. Others, like our writer Oliver 

Berry and photographer Catherine

Sutherland (who visited for our Great Escape 

story, p49) content themselves with

elephants made from, er, hotel towels.

Tweet us your finest hotel towel-animals –

be they swans, dogs or rabbits: @lptraveller!

We hopeUK subscribers enjoy the ExploreTurkey

booklet included free with this issue, covering 

experiences from gület cruising along the

TurquoiseCoast to wandering between the fairy

chimneys ofCappadocia.As with all destinations

in the region, we recommend you check gov.uk/

foreign-travel-advice for up-to-date advice

before making your travel arrangements.

#towelbeast
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PLUS
O Ride the Ghan on an epic rail journey 

across Australia

O Plan a snowy Great Escape to the 

American Rockies

O Christmas starts early with our

recommendations for Europe’s most 
festive markets

Lonely Planet’s

Best in Travel 2016

C O M I N G  N E X T  M O N T H

On sale 5 November
Don’t miss out! Order your subscription by 20 October for
delivery of the December issue – see p20 for a special offerSubscribe

Our top travel recommendations for the year ahead, 

covering the best regions, countries and cities to visit
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Postcards



P O S T C A R D S

Why not get involved? We’d love to include your best new travel photos (at 300dpi) and the 

inspiring stories behind them. Send them with a pic of yourself to postcards@lptraveller.co.uk
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Bryce Canyon – named after 

Mormon pioneer Ebenezer Bryce 

– is famed for its distinctive 

hoodoos, formed by frost, 

stream and lake erosion

Nick Jackson lives in London and 

drove 3,000 miles through the US

Earlier this year I decided 
to retrace a road trip I took 
with my parents through 
America as a child. Starting 
in Los Angeles, I finished 
up near the Grand Canyon 
five weeks later. One of the 
highlights was a return to 
Bryce Canyon. The vertical 
hoodoos, some as high as 
10-storey buildings, were  
as impressive as I had 
remembered. I woke while 
it was still dark to wait for 
the sunrise. When it crept 
over the horizon, the rock 
warmed to orange, casting 
long shadows. It was a 
breathtaking morning.  
It’s rare that a childhood 
travel memory revisited in 
adulthood matches the awe 
of seeing something for the 
first time. Bryce Canyon 
more than did this.

UTAH, USA

Bryce 
yourself
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Russell Pearson works for an  

airline and lives in the Netherlands

I had seen the Sheikh 
Zayed Grand Mosque 
many times in magazines 
and had read that the 
perfect time to visit is just 
before sunset, so at around 
4pm I took a taxi there. The 
mosque is the largest in the 
United Arab Emirates, and 
holds up to 40,000 people. 
It is a spectacular sight.  
As I was making my way  
to the exit, I walked past 
the area you see in the 
photo and it immediately 
caught my eye: the dome 
to the left peeking through, 
the sun showing me its last 
light through the marble 
and mother-of-pearl-
encrusted columns. With 
the trouble in the Middle 
East at the moment, I think 
about the tranquillity this 
mosque provides, and that 
beauty can be found in all 
corners of the world.

ABU DHABI, UAE

Faith in 
the future



P O S T C A R D S

Send your best new travel photos to postcards@lptraveller.co.uk

Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque 

celebrates the diversity of the 

Muslim world and exhibits a 

mixture of Arab, Persian, 

Mughal and Moorish 

architectural influences



Bhaktapur (‘Place of 

Devotees’) lies eight miles 

east of Kathmandu, and its 

population is mostly made 

up of Newars, who have 

their own distinct language
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Brian Cox hopes to turn his passion 

for photography into a career

In April, I joined a group of 
photographers for a trip to 
Nepal. On our penultimate 
day we spent the morning 
in Bhaktapur, a popular 
area with tourists. On the 
approach to the main 
square, we passed through 
small streets with shops 
selling local gifts. One shop 
stood out for me – it had a 
blue door with beads on 
display, and the most 
delightful man sat inside.  
I asked to take his photo 
and he obliged. Exactly 24 
hours later the earthquake 
hit. Each time I review my 
Nepal photo collection,  
I think of everyone who 
allowed me to share special 
moments like these with 
them. I aim to head back 
with my collection to try  
to find out the welfare of  
the subjects in my shots.

BHAKTAPUR, NEPAL

Purple 
pose

P O S T C A R D S

Send your best new travel photos to postcards@lptraveller.co.uk
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Featuring: Once-in-a-lifetime Travel Experiences I Small Group Adventures I Intimate Wildlife
Encounters I Exclusive Expeditions I Exploratory Journeys I Remote Discoveries I Volunteering 

and Career Break Projects I Walking and Trekking I Safaris I Eco Adventure and more...

OLYMPIA LONDON 23-24 JANUARY 2016
ADVENTURESHOW.COM

Destination partner: Supported by:

Special Features Include:

PHOTOGRAPHY
SEMINARS

Olympia, London 23 & 24 January 2016

*Tickets £5 in advance when quoting ‘LPT’. £10 on the door, under 16s free.
*Calls cost 10p per minute plus network extras

Visit adventureshow.com for full details or call 0871 230 7159 

Photography partner:Technology partner:
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The Salar de Uyuni is the world’s largest salt flat, covering more than 4,000 square miles in the southwest of Bolivia

The 10-mile Donaukanal, once part of the Danube, is redeveloping as a recreational area with markets, cafés and stages

Ian Weightman recently spent a

long weekend in the Austrian capital

Oliver Levy visited Bolivia as part of a

2½-month trip around South America

After a super-early wake-up
call, we had broken down
on the Uyuni salt flat. We
were observing a really
beautiful sunrise, when I
turned around to see this
unforgettable ‘full moonset’.
With the sun peeking out
behind us, our shadows
stretched to infinity. The
result was the best photo
from my trip. Every time
I look at it, I am reminded
how extraordinary the
planet is, and how we must
never forget to observe all
around us and not just the
‘obvious’ – in this case,
the sunrise behind me.

UYUNI, BOLIVIA

Flat earth

There’s a side to Vienna
I was expecting to see: the
Baroque buildings, waiters
in starched shirts serving
cups of coffee in grand
cafés, Klimt’s paintings. But 
I discovered that Vienna
has another side, filled with
new fashion, art and food.
These two sides make it one
of Europe’s most surprising
cities. The Donaukanal is
brought to life by some
sensational street art. I
never envisaged I’d be
lining up a shot like this on
the very first day of my visit  
– but it helped to set the
tone for the rest of my trip.

VIENNA, AUSTRIA

Make eyes

P O S T C A R D S

Send your best new travel photos to postcards@lptraveller.co.uk
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Saint Mary Lake, a location shot in The Shining, lies on the border between the Great Plains and the Rocky Mountains

Grey langurs are highly adaptable and can be found living in deserts, rainforests, coniferous forests, mountains and cities

Thomas Kirsch, from Germany,

spent three weeks in Rajasthan

Emilia Dudas lives in London, and

travelled the US with her husband

MONTANA, USA

Hail Mary
During our early autumn
visit to Glacier National
Park, we were blessed with
gorgeous weather – lovely 
blue sunny skies and
temperatures ideal for
trekking the fantastic trails
that the park has to offer.
We saw bears and moose,
hiked amid jaw-dropping
scenery and ate huckleberry
ice cream. On the last day
of our visit, we drove the
fabulously named Going-to-
the-Sun Road, and stopped 
to admire the sparkling
blue colours and stunning
view of Saint Mary Lake.

BUNDI, INDIA

Prime
mates
On the way back from our
visit to the old fort of Bundi 
in Rajasthan, we came
across a group of monkeys
sat on a wall. The way they
behaved together reminded
me of humans. Some acted
like a close family, others
like a gang of friends, and
this pair you see in my
photo were like a couple of
lovers from an Almodóvar
movie. In reality, these
grey langurs adapt well
to human settlements and
are found in villages and
towns across the area.

P O S T C A R D S

Send your best new travel photos to postcards@lptraveller.co.uk
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Antwerp is Belgium’s biggest city, and its best-kept secret. Once a Renaissance

metropolis, today this fashion and design centre combines historic character

with cutting-edge creativity. Head out on two wheels, delve into the past

and sample local flavours on a weekend exploring the Flemish city

On Antwerp’s peaceful left bank, Jona de 

Beuckeleer points out the landmarks of the 

city’s skyline across the river: the slender 

cathedral, the Art Deco glamour of Europe’s 

first skyscraper, the Gothic church of St Paul’s. 

He’s leading the Marnix bike tour, one of four 

offered by Cyclant, the company he runs with 

his friend and fellow Antwerp native Nicolas. 

Teachers by trade, they give an entertaining 

inside track on storied spots and less-pedalled 

places alike. On Marnix, for example, they take 

participants through the old town, with its 

medieval houses and riverside castle, and also 

the left bank and docklands. At Park Spoor 

Noord, reclaimed rail tracks lead beside grassy 

lawns and street art, while in multicultural 

Borgerhout, the colourful arches of Chinatown 

frame the grand domes of Antwerpen-Centraal 

station. Antwerp is a walkable city, but to see 

some of its most interest ng corners t’s best to

make like the Belg ans and saddle up

OMarnix tour from £13; cyclant com

The tour
The tower of Antwerp’s 

Cathedral of Our Lady 

rises 123 metres high 

– making it the tallest 

in the Low Countries 
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TRAVEL ESSENTIALS Eurostar services from London start at £83 return ( ncl local ra l transfer from Brussels) TheAntwerp City Card admits you to attractions such as the

cathedral and Rubens House p us gives you free use of publ c transport and cheap bike hire (£18 for 24hrs £23 for 48hrs for details and more ideas see v sitantwerpen be)

PLUS, 
LONELY PLANET

WILD  WORLD
BOOK, WORTH 

£29.99!

MAKE IT HAPPEN

OR CALL US ON

0844 826 7350 
and quote LPP1115

ORDER ONLINE AT 

buysubscriptions.com/LPP1115



This ancient nation has a rich history, but it’s not a country absorbed in its past. Today’s
Malta is home to progressive cities and varied events: read on for a selection of the best

A year in Malta

New Year’s Eve
31 December
The Maltese capital does
the New Year in a big way.
Recent years have seen a
series of outdoor concerts
take place on the harbour,
while midnight is greeted
with a fireworks display
synchronised to music.

International
Baroque Festival
16–30 January
January sees Valletta’s
medieval streets resonate
with the sounds of Baroque
music, as the top musicians 
in the field arrive for a
celebration of this 17th-
and 18th-century art form.  

BEST OF THE REST International Challenge Marathon BEST OF THE REST Carnival in Malta and Gozo 

November–December 2015 January–February 2016

For more information head to visitmalta.com

International
Fireworks Festival 
Starts 30 April
Malta’s love of fireworks
dates back centuries.
Today’s festivities aren’t
just linked to the Catholic
calendar; each year, top
manufacturers compete
to put on the best display. 

Assumption of Our
Lady – Feast
15 August
Malta’s calendar includes
a wealth of traditional
events.The summer
season culminates in a
religious feast celebrated
across the country and, of
course, lots of fireworks. 

Mdina Grand Prix
October (dates TBC)
The streets surrounding
the ancient city of Mdina
play host to a classic car 
race in the autumn
months.Acres of polished
chrome make this a treat
for both car buffs and 
casual viewers.

Isle of MTV Festival
28 June
The stars of MTV descend
on Malta at the end of
June for the 10th outing of
this major music festival.
Expect chart-topping hits
from the globe’s hottest
artists and a blissed-out
yet buoyant ambience. 

BEST OF THE REST Annie Mac Presents… Lost & Found Festival

BEST OF THE REST Delicata Wine Festival BEST OF THE REST Rolex Middle Sea Yacht Race

BEST OF THE REST Malta Jazz Festival 

March–April 2016

July–August 2016 September–October 2016

May–June 2016

A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E AT U R E
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Globetrotter
A  W O R L D  O F  T R A V E L  N E W S  A N D  D I S C O V E R I E S

JUST AS THE BRITISH FESTIVAL SEASON draws to a soggy close,

Melbourne’s crackles to life. October’s Melbourne Festival (festival.

melbourne), a celebration of art, theatre and music that takes over

for 18 colourful days, is the first in a series of events the city hosts

during the Aussie summer. Street artist Adrian Doyle (pictured;

theblenderstudios.com) gives us his favourites, plus other places  

to check out while you're in town:

CELEBRATE ‘Whether it’s the light shows of White Night or the

Comedy Festival or Good Beer Week, there always seems to be some

huge event  that everyone’s going crazy for’ (thatsmelbourne.com.au).

EXPLORE ‘Dozens of alleyways throughout the centre are covered

in street art – these are the cultural veins of the city. You’ll get  

great insights visiting with a street artist as a guide’ (£32; 

melbournestreettours.com).

DRINK ‘The Rooftop Bar is very popular when the weather is good.

You can sit back in a bean bag with a drink, maybe watch a movie  

and take in the great view’ (rooftopcinema.com.au).

EAT ‘Melbourne’s food scene is very experimental. One of the best

restaurants, Vue de Monde, is located at the top of a skyscraper and

fuses art with food’ (tasting menu from £95; vuedemonde.com.au).

Melbourne’s festival season officially open
WE DECLARE…
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Going Dutch is unlikely to be a problem at MOTEL ONE 

AMSTERDAM, a new hotel in the south of the city that pairs 

playful design with wallet-pleasing prices. Its colourful décor 

draws unmistakably on icons of Amsterdam, featuring art 

made from bike parts, tulip-shaped chairs and a collage of 

canal houses – and there are luxurious touches like Egyptian 

cotton sheets and rain showers (from £75; motel-one.com).

Reach for the sky(lines) with this new illustrated

NEW HOTELNEW BOOK
From the snow-capped
summits of New Zealand

(Aoraki/Mount Cook is
pictured) to the serene
shores of the Norwegian
fjords, Lonely Planet's
Wild World brings
together 300 photographs
of pristine natural
environments (£29.99).
Subscribe (p20) to
receive your copy.

O�Skylines explores architecture from Mexico City (pictured) to Mumbai, condensing the highlights into imagined skylines illustrated by Jenny Seddon (£18.99; Aurum Press).
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book, capturing striking buildings in 50 great cities.

NEWLY REFURBISHED

As if an Amazon cruise wasn’t special enough, 
Aqua Expeditions’ stylishly relaunched 
vessels offer the chance to do so in abject 
luxury (from £2,050pp; aquaexpeditions.com).
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Contact an Iceland & the Arctic Specialist on

020 7666 1296   www.regent-holidays.co.uk

Experience

The Northern 
Lights

         And come back with your story to tell...

*T&C’s apply

Book your

Northern Lights

adventure this winter

and receive a Bradt

Northern Lights

travel guide*
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Fall forAutumn
1 SEE RED (AND ORANGE, ANDYELLOW)
Japan is blessed with colourful autumn leaves (koyo),

its maple and gingko trees conjuring a flaming display

to rival spring’s cherry blossom. See them at Mount

Fuji, late October–early November (seejapan.co.uk).

2 P-P-PICK UP A PUMPKIN
Harvest in New England means pumpkins, piled high

at farm stalls and county fairs. For the ultimate gourd

time, head to the Pumpkin Festival in Laconia, New

Hampshire (24 October; pumpkinfestival2015.org).

3 HAVE A REALLY GRAPETIME
At the new Six Senses resort in Portugal's Douro

Valley (from £210; sixsenses.com), guests can create

their own wine, take sommelier-led tastings, and visit

scenic wineries like Quinta do Crasto (pictured). 

4 SPEND A DAYWITHTHE DEAD
Head to Mexico for the morbidly festive Día de los

Muertos, which welcomes deceased relatives with

flowers, candle-lit altars, papier-mâché skeletons and

cemetery parties (1–2 November; visitmexico.com).

5 EXPERIENCETHE MAGIC OF MUSHROOMS
The new Fall Foraging Special at LaTavola Marche, a

historic farmhouse in the Italian countryside, includes

a mushroom hunt, cooking class and five-course feast 

(three nights from £260; latavolamarche.com).

6 ATTEND A STAG DOWITH A DIFFERENCE
This is the prime time to witness one of Scotland's

most impressive spectacles: the red deer rut, an epic,

noisy battle for dominance. Look out for ranger-led 

walks at nature reserves (nnr-scotland.org.uk).

FROM PUMPKINSTO LEAF-PEEPING, EMBRACETHECHANGEOF

SEASONS WITH OUR (GOLDEN) GLOBE-SPANNING CHECKLIST 
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Spotted
NEW SIGHTINGS FROM OUR WRITERS

AND PHOTOGRAPHERS ON THE ROAD 

Wild swimming

with a view of the

Pont du Gard

Claire Richardson

@UKPicEditor

#LPinProvence

Tim Ho Wan

dumplings – couldn't

even wait for the photo

Cristian Bonetto

@CristianBonetto

#LPinSingapore

Tiny island with

a huge passport

stamp – One FootIsland 

Brett Atkinson

@travelwriterNZ

#LPinCookIslands

Dinner in Lake

Garda – not a

bad spot

@mikecutting

#LPinLakeGarda

Finally,

on my third trip to

Rupununi, I got to see

the bizarre giant anteater 

Celeste Brash

@travelerc

#LPinGuyana

Predjama

Castle: just a

castle, built

into a cave

@Carolyn_Bain

#LPinSlovenia

 Check the ‘LPin…’ hashtags on Twitter for more updates
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Your new book is unusual, because rather than

travelling by train, you're driving around in a car.

If you’re waiting for a bus or a train, you’re subject
to a lot of constraints. In a car, you have complete
freedom. There are no barriers for a road trip in the
United States. You can’t take the same kind of trip
in Europe, India, China or Russia because even
though they’re big places with roads, there are
obstacles on the way: there’s
either a border, or a security
check. In India, there’s an
elephant on the road. In
America, you can get in
your car in Boston and a
week later you’re in Los
Angeles having always been
on a paved road. You don’t have to go any distance
to get gas, to find a meal, to get a room. The
American road trip ideal is not about speed, it’s
about connection: connection with other people. 
What was it like travelling around the South?

The traveller here will find friendly people, great
food at roadside diners and beautiful landscapes.
The Mississippi is one of the powerful images I have
in my mind. Also I’ve seen a lot of rivers in my
travelling life – the Ganges, the Volga, the Yangtze,
the Nile – and the Mississippi is the equal of those.
The other landscape of the South for me is the
rolling hills of Alabama, where it’s just farmland,
woods, dirt roads. And there are people with deep
roots. You can’t travel in the South unless you’re
genuinely interested in other people. The sense  

of the past is stronger there, much stronger than
any place I’ve ever been in the United States.
What would be your advice for someone visiting  

the South?

If you want sushi bars and gourmet restaurants, go to
Charleston, South Carolina and Savannah, Georgia.
You want to have a real experience in the South? Get 
in a car, drive slowly – but along the back roads.

There’s the Blues
Highway: Highway
61. There are some
blues bars left but
what you’ll see mainly
are people: what Jack
London called ‘people
of the abyss’. People

living below the poverty line in shacks and shanties.
You would see an America that’s not on the posters,
that’s kind of forgotten. The rural parts of the South 
are poor, unemployed: they’re below the radar.
You’ve said before you don’t enjoy holidays?

The idleness of a holiday drives me crazy. I like to 
work. Every day of my trip, I spend an hour,
sometimes two, writing. I hate being in one place and
people saying ‘relax’. ‘Relax; have a meal; lie on the
beach; swim in the pool. Meet the Smiths, they’re from 
Chicago.’ No thanks. That’s not for me. 

Country roads

‘The American road trip
ideal is not about speed,
it’s about connection’

VeterantravelwriterPaulTherouxtalksaboutexploringthewinding lanes of 

the southern US for his new book, with photographs by Steve McCurry

WHAT’S NOT

WHAT’S HOT

PAY-PER-USE LOUNGES

Get a taste of
theA-list airport

experience (from
£25 at London
Heathrow; plaza-
network.com)  

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHER

…of the year – the exhibition
opens 16 Oct (nhm.ac.uk)

COGNAC

CALAMITY

A woman at Bejing
Airport downed a
bottle worth £120
to avoid it being
confiscated at security

MENONTHE MENU

We’re cringing at the
concept of this new
book, in which global
dater Bambi Smyth

compares men to the dishes 
found in their countries

EXTREME LONG-HAUL

A new Emirates
flight from Dubai
to Panama City is
the world’s longest,
spanning nine time zones,
8,600 miles and 17½ hours

THE JUNGLE BOOK

We’re already excited about
the remake of this classic
Disney film, out April 2016

Deep South: Four Seasons

on Back Roads

(£20; Hamish Hamilton).

Paul’s son, fellow writer Marcel

Theroux, also contributes to  

this issue (see page 66). 



Do more than visit...

...discover
Awaken your senses with the natural beauty, culture, history

and gastronomy of a Headwater holiday. Taking a gentle stroll,

cycle or making your way slowly down a river allows you to

truly ‘get under the skin’ of a region and discover so much

more than you ever could on an ordinary holiday.

Contact us today to book your tailor‐made experience

01606 822737
headwater.com/planet
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I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN
keen on hitchhiking and
– if it’s possible to be good
at such a thing – rather

good at it. I knew the precise place
to stand, and how to smile winningly  
at motorists. It sounds incredibly
pretentious, but I used to wear a bow
tie and that seemed to attract people
– and not ‘the wrong kind of people’,  
as my mother would have put it,
because I never got into any trouble.

I started hitching when I was 14.
I lived in London but went to a boarding
school in Dorset, and used to hitch
home; my father let me keep the money
I would have spent on the rail fare. One
winter I started a contest among fellow
pupils – which, astonishingly, the school
allowed – to see who could get to Gretna
Green and back quickest. We set off
in pairs, and to prove you had reached
the place you had to buy a postcard.
I even had a little silver trophy made,
the Winchester Hitchhiking Cup,  
but seldom actually won.

Growing up in the ’60s, hitchhiking
was normal, an acceptable way of getting
around. I hitched in Canada and the US, 
Europe and Mexico, and loved the
spontaneity: that sense of entering
another person’s life and sharing in their 

adventure.
That exchange
of experience
can be rather
sublime. Once,
in Greenland, a
pilot picked me
up and took me back to the UK in his
aeroplane, via Iceland and the Faroe
Islands. Another time, in LA, a chap who
worked for a film studio gave me a lift
and asked if I’d like to go on set. I met
Kirk Douglas and Burt Lancaster, and
they signed the rim of my cowboy hat.

Although I often give lifts to others,
I haven’t hitched for some time. As a
people we’ve become more frightened
of strangers. But I think it could become
respectable again; it’s just a matter of
perception. Carpooling – an automotive
example of the growing sharing economy
– is common in the US, where I live, and
that’s a sort of hitchhiking, in a way, isn’t 
it? I would welcome a technological 
solution, perhaps an app, to 
make it feel like a safe 
option again.

SIMON WINCHESTER is

the author of new book

Pacific, and speaks at the

Cheltenham Literature

Festival this month. 

SOMETHING TO DECLARE

The new tome from
legendary Brazilian
photographer Sebastiao
Salgado is a coffee table
book in all senses. The
collection of 150 images
documents a decade spent
visiting coffee-producing
regions in countries like
Colombia, Ethiopia and
Indonesia (pictured), with 
Salgado capturing
everything from intimate 
portraits to majestic 
landscapes in his
characteristic black and
white (£50; Abrams).

NEW BOOK

Salgado’s
Scent of
a Dream  

Compact cameras
NEW GEAR

SLIGHTLY SMALLER

than anAfter Eight

mint, the wearable

SnapCam Lite can

record two hours of

video (£49.99;

ioncamera.com)

BUDDING JACQUES

Cousteaus should

pack the Canon

PowerShot D30,

which works at

depths of up to 25

metres (£199.99; 

canon.co.uk).

THE RICOH GRII combines a powerful lens with wifi

functionality, making it easier to share your photos on 

social media (£629.99; ricoh-imaging.co.uk).P
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Bob Books

Turn your photos
into beautiful photobooks

Bob Books are the perfect way to turn your photos into unique books 
and show off your special occasions, travel and family photos.

Enter Code 

BBLP20

bobbooks.co.uk/lp

20% OFF
All products

T&Cs: visit bobbooks.co.uk/lp
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Titanic
THE BLUFFER’S GUIDE TO THE

Facilitiesonboard included

a gym,pool,Turkishbath,

kennelforfirst-classdogs
anda squash court. 

HAVING LIVED ANDWORKED IN HAITI SINCE 2007,

photographerAlice Smeets grew frustrated with the

country’s negative portrayal. Working with local artists,

she created GhettoTarot, an empowering reimagining

of the fortune-telling cards, set in the slums of Port au

Prince. It's now available to buy as a book, with a share

of profits to going to the artists (£44; ghettotarot.com).

Ghetto tarot

TITANIC

NOW LIES 370 MILES

OFFTHECOASTOF

NEWFOUNDLAND,

NEARLYTWOANDA

HALF MILES (3,800M) 

BELOW SEA LEVEL

In 1985 a US-French team led by

oceanographer Dr Robert Ballard 

found it using an unmanned 

submarine called Argo. 

The Titanic’s funnels
were wide enough to
drive a train through

THE SHIP’S DESIGN WAS
CONCEIVED OVER A GLASS 
OF WINE Businessmen Lord Pirrie

and J Bruce Ismay decided that size

should take priority over speed in

the design of the Titanic. When

Pirrie asked how big the ship should

be, Ismay is said to have replied,

glass of wine in hand: ‘Build me a

stable ship that will not disturb the 

sediment in these fine wines.’

ODiscover more at the recently-redeveloped visitor attraction Titanic Belfast (titanicbelfast.com) 

The Hanged Man is shown to be serene, not suffering

This card symbolises virtues like strength and warmth

Doubt and fear are associated with the Nine of Swords

 This card signifies ideas like solitude and introspection

NEW HOTEL
Set in rainforest on the balmy Thai island of Phuket, Keemala's luxurious villas
come in four styles inspired by local designs, and all have pools and ocean views.
Guests can also dine on gourmet southern Thai dishes, learn about local food and 
culture, and laze on a private beach (from £350; keemala.com).
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Coastal hotels
In association with

EXTRAORDINARY PLACES TO STAY

SIX SENSES NINHVAN BAY NINHVAN,VIETNAM
SO WHERE’S THE BEACH THEN? The hotel clings

to the shores of a crescent-shaped bay reachable

only by boat, and guests choose between a villa

over water, one tucked into the island’s rock

formations (pictured), or a spot on the beach.

Considerable time could be devoted to strolling

the length of its sandy white perfection, admiring 

the views as the South China Sea laps warmly at

your feet. The thatched beachside bar offers

a sunset happy hour, and is twice-weekly 

transformed into a seaside cinema.

AND IF I TIRE OF THE SAND BETWEEN MY TOES?

The hotel itself is pretty unbeatable, as you’d

expect at this price. Bask decadently on a bed 

canopied with gauzy white fabric that billows

romantically in the breeze, take a swim in your

private pool, or have a seafood feast delivered

by butler.Those determined to exert themselves

could book a kayaking trip, a hike through monkey 

territory, or a cooking class with a local chef.

 From £580; sixsenses.com
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CASA LASTORTUGAS
ISLA HOLBOX, MEXICO
SO WHERE’S THE BEACH THEN? If there’s one

thing this small island northwest of Cancún is

not short of, it’s sand. Holbox’s car-free streets

are made of the same soft, white grains as its

many fine beaches – Casa Las Tortugas sits on

the main one: a palm-edged and paradisiacal 

spot, dotted with thatched umbrellas.

AND IF I TIRE OF THE SAND BETWEEN MY TOES?

The warm lagoon that separates the island from

the mainland is great for spotting flamingos and

pelicans, but those in search of a more extreme

wildlife experience can book a trip to snorkel

with whale sharks (the world’s largest fish, but 

thankfully, also among the most gentle).

Understandably protective of this environment,

the hotel’s owners are equally committed to

providing a memorable experience for their

guests. Traditional Mayan ‘casitas’ (little

houses) contain rooms featuring artisan-made

furniture and colourful artworks, and staff are

wonderfully friendly. Come nightfall, everyone

meanders over to the Mandarina beachclub, for 

candle-lit dinners and tropical cocktails.

 From £85; holboxcasalastortugas.com

PIETRA E MARE MYKONOS, GREECE
SO WHERE’S THE BEACH THEN? From the loungers surrounding the hotel’s freshwater

pool you can peer over at the long and lovely ribbon of sand that is Kalo Livadi beach, one

of the island’s finest. It’s a mere hop and a skip down to the shallow waters of the Aegean.

AND IF I TIRE OF THE SAND BETWEEN MY TOES? Strung between palm trees in the small

garden, the capacious hammocks are inviting. Interior décor reflects the surrounding coastal

palette – bright whites against the boldest of blues – and each of the 30 rooms has a terrace

or balcony. Pietra e Mare possesses a rare sense of quiet and seclusion, which is enhanced by 

the hotel’s couples-only policy; visit in low-season and this retreat is a bargain. 

 From £65; pietraemaremykonos.com
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Paradise found

B
arbados is blessed with
tremendous natural beauty and
a thriving cultural scene. A day

here is best polished off in the comfort
of a sun lounger, with cocktail in hand.

There are few finer places to do it
than Sandals Barbados. Hidden away
on the golden sands of the south coast,
it’s within easy walking distance of
St Lawrence Gap, a hot destination for
shopping, nightlife and culture. Unwind
on the resort’s beach and enjoy the
serene blue waters, or jump in and make
the most of unlimited water sports and
diving. An on-site spa provides plenty
of opportunities for pampering, while
thoughtful touches like butler service in
selected rooms makes for an unrivalled 
luxury experience. 

TOP DEAL

Save up to 45% plus receive up to
£700 Air Credit on your Luxury
Included® Sandals Holiday*. Book by
2 November.Visit ba.com/sandals Swim-up suites bring luxury to your doorstep

* Terms and conditions apply. Up to 45% discount and up to £700 air credit offer applies to selected Sandals resorts, room types
and travel dates. Air credit is per booking based on two people travelling. Maximum £700 air credit per booking is applicable only
on stays of 10 nights or more in selected resorts and room types for travel in July and August 2016. All other discounts are valid 
for travel now to 25 December 2015 and 1 January to 26 December 2016. Book by 2 November 2015.

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H  B R I T I S H  A I R W A Y S

G L O B E T R O T T E R

BIRKENHEAD HOUSE
CAPE COAST, SOUTHAFRICA
SO WHERE’S THE BEACH THEN? Two lovely ones are

a pebble-toss away – head to Voëlklip for a swim, or

Kamma Bay for a picnic on the sands. The hotel’s clifftop 

location affords majestic ocean views – surfers bob

among the waves year-round, and from May to December 

southern right whales make an appearance, too.

AND IF ITIRE OFTHE SAND BETWEEN MYTOES? Walk

along the coastal path into the pretty seaside town of

Hermanus, or board a boat out to nearby Dyer Island,

breeding ground ofAfrican penguins. If you can bear to tear 

yourself away from the hotel, that is – its rooms are

beautiful, styled with luxurious fabrics and one-off

antiques, and there’s an excellent in-house restaurant. 

 From £120; birkenheadhouse.com

UGA JUNGLE BEACH TRINCOMALEE, SRI LANKA
SO WHERE’S THE BEACH THEN? If you’re

staying in one of the hotel’s Beach Cabins, you

can get from bed to sea in under 30 seconds. Each

thatched cabin is discreetly hidden away in the

undergrowth edging the wide beach, with its own

private path to the sand.There are sunloungers

and a bar once you’re down there, and the hotel 

can organise torch-lit dinners on the beach

should you wish to dine to the sound of the  

Indian Ocean crashing on the shore.

AND IF I TIRE OF THE SAND BETWEEN MY

TOES? The spacious cabins are pretty hard to

leave, with their own verandas and outdoor

showers (as well as the more traditional kind).  

On site, there’s a pool, bar and an open-air

restaurant, with an emphasis on local seafood.

The staff can arrange various activities along this 

stretch of Sri Lanka’s east coast, including

snorkelling expeditions to a nearby marine park, 

whale-watching trips and sea-fishing.

 From £105; ugaescapes.com/junglebeach



Sandals Luxury Included® Resorts  
Set on the Caribbean’s best beaches, Sandals resorts include the best

of everything. From gourmet dining in up to 16 restaurants and unlimited

premium brand drinks, to the Caribbean’s most unique luxurious suites and

unlimited land & water sports, it’s no wonder Sandals has been voted the 

World’s Leading All Inclusive Resorts for 19 years in a row.

Save up to 45% plus get up to £700 Air Credit* on your Luxury Included®

Sandals holiday.

To find out more and to book visit ba.com/sandals

Terms and conditions apply. *Up to 45% discount and up to £700 air credit offer applies to selected Sandals resorts, room types and travel dates. Air credit is per booking based on 2 people travelling. Maximum
£700 air credit per booking is applicable only on stays of 10 nights or more in selected resorts and room types for travel in July and August 2016. All other discounts are valid for travel now to 25 December 2015 
and 1 January to 26 December 2016. Book by 2 November 2015.



Follow the paths of the city’s 
musical talents

© LTM - Schmidt

The Christmas Marketsparkles in the snow© LTM - Brzoska

Leipzig locals love their 

coffee and cake

© LTM - Brzoska

One of Leipzig’s oldest hangouts, 

Auerbachs Keller

©Auerbachs Keller/Kunstmann

The world-renownedSt Thomas Boys’ Choir© LTM - Schmidt

Whether you’re following in the footsteps
of famous composers, enjoying classical
music concerts or cosying up with glühwein
and spiced ginger biscuits, this German city 
radiates seasonal cheer. Take a look at  
these heartwarming highlights

LEIPZIG:
WONDERFUL
IN WINTER

Walk the Leipzig Music Trail
Leipzig has been a sanctuary for
creative minds for centuries.
Classical composers such as Bach,
Schumann and Wagner all found
a home here, and you can trace their
footsteps on this route through the
city centre. The unique path is marked 
with curved steel lines in the
pavement, which connect 23
authentic sites of musical heritage.
Walking the trail is the perfect way to 
spend an afternoon in the city.

Seek out a special gift at the Christmas Market
Running from 24 November to 23 December, this
traditional market dates back to 1458 and features

over 250 stalls.
The scent of
spice and mulled
wine fills the air,
and it’s set off by 
the market’s
centrepiece –
a 20-metre-tall
Saxon spruce
tree.You can also
enjoy views of the
whole square by
riding the huge
Ferris wheel on
Augustusplatz.

Ward off the cold with a coffee
The people of Leipzig are
affectionately known as
kaffeesachsen, or coffee
Saxons, which tells you how
much they love a decent
brew. It has been the hot drink
of choice for locals since the
17th century, and the city
hosts the oldest coffee house 
in Germany – the Zum
Arabischen Coffe Baum. Pop
in for a lovely cup of coffee and
then browse its coffee museum,
filled with over 500 artefacts
dedicated to the dark stuff.

Be uplifted by Leipzig’s classical music concerts
The city has inspired many musical masterpieces, so it makes 

sense to catch a concert while
you’re in town.This Advent, you
can enjoy the Christmas Oratorio
by Bach, recited by the world-
famous St Thomas Boys’ Choir in
the eponymous church. Leipzig
Opera performing West Side Story
is another top ticket during the
festive season, with shows on  
26 and 27 December.

Go to Goethe’s favourite 
restaurant
Auerbachs Keller is the second-
oldest restaurant in Leipzig, dating 
to the first half of the fifteenth
century, so it’s no surprise it was
the haunt of the literary set for
generations.The notable German 
writer Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe immortalised the venue in
his play Faust, and it now attracts
visitors from all over the world.
Insiders say the ‘Historische
Weinstuben’, or the Historic Wine
Bar, is the best place to go for
refined local specialities.

It’s never been easier to get to Leipzig, with Ryanair’s direct flights from London 

Stansted to Leipzig/Halle Airport. To plan your trip, visit leipzig.travel

A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E AT U R E
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EasyTrips

XElegant Georgian retreat in Wales

XHalloween parade in Manhattan

XHarvest feast on a Cornish farm

XAutumn warmth on Rhodes

including
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Old-school Georgian glory in Spitalfields

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT

The Parlour sitting room at

Batty Langley’s; a typical

Georgian Huguenot terraced

house in Spitalfields; Earl of

Bolingbroke suite at Batty

Langley’s; Spitalfields Market

MAKE IT HAPPEN

Batty Langley’s has 29 rooms of

varying sizes and styles (from £234;

battylangleys.com). Continental

breakfast from £11.95. Quote

‘Lonely PlanetTraveller’ when

booking by 31 December 2015 for

a complimentary bottle of wine.

The hotel is in the heart of

Spitalfields, on Folgate Street.  

The nearest stations are

Shoreditch High Street and

Liverpool Street (tfl.gov.uk).

There are plenty of sites

worthy of attention in the area.

Spitalfields Market has permanent

restaurants and shops, as well as

temporary stalls selling antiques,

vinyl, clothes and more (spitalfields.

co.uk; oldspitalfieldsmarket.com).

Dennis Severs’ House, a hugely

atmospheric re-imagining of an

18th-century Huguenot weaver’s 

home, is also on Folgate St

(from £10; book in advance;

dennissevershouse.co.uk).

It’s hard to believe Batty Langley’s

has only been open sinceApril,

because it has the character and

poise of a hotel that’s been indulging

guests for centuries, and already feels

part of Spitalfields’ considerable

heritage. Spread across two glorious

Georgian buildings, Langley’s

intrigues from the off. It looks more

like the home of an eccentric uncle

than a hotel. Entry from the cobbled

street is by buzzer, and residents are

encouraged to make themselves at

home in the comfortable social 

spaces, each wood-pannelled and

full of antiques and artwork.The

bedrooms – all individually imagined

and named after local luminaries –

come full of surprises, whether

it’s aTV hidden behind a gilt mirror,

a bathroom accessed by pushing a

secret button in the bookshelf, or a

marble bath that looks like a coffin.

There’s no restaurant but who needs

one when the alternative is breakfast

in bed on a tray, dinner with a book in

the library, or gin from the honesty

bar in front of the fire in the lounge?

1

bottle of

wine

free
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The medina of Marrakesh wears

its 940 years with pride, even with

swagger. The ebbing of the summer

heat makes this an ideal time to visit

the one-time capital of Morocco

and still the country’s biggest draw.

Old-town Marrakesh wraps up

within its salmon-pink walls a

heady bundle of souqs, minarets, 

lavishly tiled palaces, madly

zigzagging alleyways and nightly

congregations of food stalls and

street entertainers on the central

Djemaa el-Fna. Many visitors find 

they have to take the city in small

doses. Luckily, the medina has

plenty of shaded courtyard spaces 

in which to rest for a moment

before heading out again to give the

kaleidoscope another spin. Luckily,

it’s still warm enough in autumn to

sit out on a terrace overlooking the

rooftops. One ongoing trend in

Marrakesh is the proliferation of

galleries and other cultural spaces, 

including the Maison de la

Photographie, with its vintage

collection of Moroccan prints.

Medina discoveries in Marrakesh
MAKE IT HAPPEN

BA, easyJet, Royal Air Maroc,

Ryanair and Thomson fly direct

to Marrakesh from UK airports

including Birmingham, Bristol,

Gatwick, Glasgow, Heathrow,

Luton, Manchester and Stansted 

(from £80; ryanair.com).

Slip away from the medina’s

hubbub and into the minimalist

Riad Wo, 10 minutes on foot from

the Djemaa el-Fna. This five-room

riad has been artfully renovated, 

retaining the handsome central

courtyard, with an L-shaped pool

added to the patio. Rooms are

stripped down to their elegant

essentials, with touches including

sculptural raffia lampshades (from 

£70; riadw.com).

Make some sense of the food

markets of Marrakesh with a

four-hour cooking course, which

includes a guided shopping trip to

select the best of local ingredients 

(£40; soukcuisine.com).

Food stall lanterns

light up the Djemaa

el-Fna, the centrepiece

square of Marrakesh2
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Look forward to one-to-one tuition

and demos at Cocktails in the City

Cocktails in
Edinburgh
The August extravaganza may be

long gone, but another festival is set

to bring a dose of merriment to the

Scottish capital this month. Fresh

from a summer outing in London,

Cocktails in the City rolls into town

for two days of drinking, dining and

demonstrations in the intoxicating

location of MansfieldTraquair, a

grand, mural-lined church that’s

been dubbed the Sistine Chapel

of Edinburgh. Sixteen of the city’s

coolest bars will be mixing up

cutting-edge drinks, with top

bartenders going head-to-head in

a bid to win ‘best cocktail’, as well as

offering visitors one-to-one tuition.

Mixologists in the making can also

learn the ropes at live demos on

topics such as healthy cocktails and

the best morning-after mix – and

should this all sound a bit vision-

blurring, there’s a tasty dinner to

munch on as DJs spin the night away.

MAKE IT HAPPEN

Cocktails in the City Edinburgh

takes place from 29–30 October

(£10, including cocktail, access

to demonstrations and cocktail

booklet; cocktailsinthecity.co.

uk/edinburgh).

Trains to Edinburgh run from

London King’s Cross, Glasgow,

Birmingham and York, among

others (London return from £60; 

virgintrainseastcoast.com).

The old-town Inn on the Mile

has stylish rooms with soothing

hues and original features, many

looking out on the Royal Mile,

plus a pub and restaurant (from

£69; theinnonthemile.co.uk).

As autumn starts to become old

news in the UK, on the southern

fringes of Europe there are still

places where the temperatures

could pass for a British summer.

The Greek island of Rhodes is a

worthy choice for a last-minute

trip to the Mediterranean, before

many hotels and other businesses

shut up shop until the first signs

of spring. The largest island in the

Dodecanese group, Rhodes has

a multilayered history marked

out by its time as a stronghold for

crusader knights, and a chain of

beaches strung out over more than

50 miles along its eastern side.

Midway down this coast is the 

promontory on which the lovely

town of Lindos sits, positioned

between two sheltered bays.

The smaller of the pair, the

turquoise-blue St Paul’s Bay, is

a 10-minute walk down from the

whitewashed and car-free historic

centre of Lindos, but it looks even

better from on high. The ancient

Greeks first fortified the rock that

stands over the town, and today

the Acropolis of Lindos preserves

a mix of temple colonnades and

Byzantine church frescoes. The trek

or donkey ride to the top, which is

usually a scorcher in the height of

summer, becomes much more

pleasant at this time of year.

Rhodes less travelled
MAKE IT HAPPEN

Airlines including BA, easyJet,

Jet2, Monarch, Ryanair, Thomas

Cook and Thomson fly direct to

Rhodes from a variety of UK

airports (from £115; easyjet.

com). Most flights to Rhodes end

by the second week of November.

After that, it’s usually necessary 

to fly via Athens, on Aegean 

Airlines or Ryanair.

Melenos is a boutique hotel

built in the style of a Moorish

palace: bougainvillea walkways

and lantern-festooned verandas

create a magical effect. Rooms

are available until 31 October

(from £145; melenoslindos.com).

St Paul’s Bay lies

beneath the white

houses of Lindos

town and its ancient

hilltop Acropolis

3

4
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Rustic retreat in North Yorkshire
MAKE IT HAPPEN

The six woodland shacks at

Swinton Bivouac sleep up to seven

people each, in two double beds

and three singles, and come with

cooking facilities and bathrooms.

The eight meadow yurts sleep up

to five people each (two nights in

a meadow yurt from £170, two

nights in a woodland shack from

£240; swintonbivouac.co.uk).

Breakfast is served in the café on

site (dishes from £2, full grill £12).

Quote ‘Lonely Planet Traveller’

when booking for complimentary

use of the hot tub (valued at £60).

Swinton Bivouac is four miles

west of Masham, just under an

hour by car from Harrogate.

The closest train stations are at

Thirsk and Northallerton, both

around 20 miles away, on the

York-Newcastle stretch of the

East Coast Main Line. Swinton

Bivouac can arrange taxi pick-ups, 

with details on the website.

The new season is a special time in

the Yorkshire Dales. Mist rolls over

the heather-cloaked moorland and

into valleys where stone cottages

huddle by swift-flowing streams; a

time to get kitted out for a walk

over the hills, but call it a day a few

hours earlier than planned to spend

some quality time by the fireside – 

in a pub, for bonus points. Just

beyond the eastern edge of the

national park, in the lower reaches

of Wensleydale, Swinton Bivouac is

well placed for seasonal escapism. 

Dotted around on this wooded

hillside, a modest gathering of

timber-framed ‘shacks’ and

Mongolian-inspired canvas yurts

straddles the divide between rustic

rigours and creature comforts; that

means proper beds and well-chosen

furnishings, but no electricity, and

water heated by a wood burner.

Swinton Bivouac is situated next

to the Druid’s Temple: a miniature

Stonehenge-style folly, thought  

to have been built by a local

landowner in the late 18th century.

5

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT

One of Swinton Bivouac’s

woodland shacks; a shack

interior; Swinton’s woodland

setting; kitchens are well-

equipped for tea drinkers

use of the

hot tub

free
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Walk along stunning shores on the Gower Peninsula
MAKE IT HAPPEN

Fairyhill is a short drive from

the village of Reynoldston, set in

beautiful woodland grounds. The

restaurant is open to non-guests

and serves lunch and dinner daily

(two-course dinner from £35;

rooms from £200; fairyhill.net).

Quote ‘Lonely Planet Traveller’

when booking a room for a free

bottle of wine on arrival.

To get to Fairyhill and to explore

the Gower, you’ll need your own 

transport. It’s about a half-hour

drive from Swansea via the B4271.

To reach Three Cliffs Bay, park

at the Gower Heritage Centre at

Parkmill, and walk a mile along the

western side of the Pennard Pill

estuary to the beach. At the beach

you can (tide permitting) cross

stepping stones to the eastern

shore, returning on a spectacular 

cliff-top path via the ruins of

medieval Pennard Castle (free).

See also visitswanseabay.com.

Seen on a map, the Gower Peninsula

looks like it might at any moment

break its slim connection with the

Welsh mainland and sail off into the

Bristol Channel. Luckily it hasn’t yet,

and remains one of the country’s

most beautiful corners: a place of

wide sandy beaches, crumbling stone

castles, creaky wooden piers and

quiet fishing villages. Go now to see

the region without the bucket and

spade contingent.There’s nowhere

better to lodge than Fairyhill, a grand

Georgian country house hidden 

among winding roads at the heart of

the peninsula. Inside, elegant guest

rooms look out over thick woodland,

reddening withthe passingof autumn,

while the on-site restaurant makes

the most of local meat, as well as fish

and lobster reeled from surrounding

seas.To see the shoreline at its most

exquisite, head west to Rhossili Bay,

or take a quarter-hour drive south to

Three Cliffs Bay, a secluded beach

framed by rocky outcrops that has  

a credible claim to be the most

perfect stretch of sand in Britain.

6

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT

Rhossili Bay on the Gower

Peninsula; Fairyhill hotel;

12th-century Pennard Castle;

fillet of hake with sauce

vierge at Fairyhill’s restaurant

bottle of

wine   

free
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If the last time you celebrated

(or thought about) harvest was

back at school, Nancarrow Farm’s

autumn feasts offer a welcome

reacquaintance. Every month, the

Cornish farm throws open the doors

of its beautifully renovated barn for

a hearty farmhouse-style meal, and

October’s edition will toast harvest

with a bounty of seasonal West

Country produce such as squashes,

apples and organic mutton.The

owners, ninth-generation cattle

farmers, were inspired by childhood

holidays savouring communal meals

in France, and the Farm Feasts have

a similarly convivial atmosphere. In

the courtyard, wood smoke in the 

air, things kick off with such aperitifs

as Somerset apple brandy or home- 

made elderflower champagne,

before guests settle at long tables

for three or four courses in the fairy-

light-strung barn.All meals feature

meat from the 100-acre organic

farm, with a different theme each

time inspired by farmhouse cooking

from around the world: beef and

lamb star in November’s celebration

of Spanish flavours, for example,

while a spit-roast is on the cards for

festive December.The night wraps

up with treats such as home-made

marshmallows, though diners may

want to linger at the bar, with its

paired wine selected by a local cellar.

Reap the rewards of harvest
MAKE IT HAPPEN

The next Farm Feasts are

14 October, 6 November and

5 December.Tickets sell out fast,

so be sure to book well in advance 

(£35; nancarrowfarm.co.uk).

Nancarrow Farm is a

10-minute drive fromTruro, which

is served by trains from London 

Paddington, Penzance and

Plymouth (London return from

£80; firstgreatwestern.co.uk).

Set in a nearby hamlet within

two acres of gardens, woodland

and orchards, Homestead Farm

b&b has elegant rooms and

hearty breakfasts (from £85;

homesteadfarmcornwall.co.uk).

Nancarrow Farm’s feast

nights feature long

trestle tables, fire pits

and seasonal menus

Portrait of the Duchess of Alba, a

1797 oil-on-canvas by Francisco Goya

Goya: the
portraits
Though stopping short of upstaging

the artist himself, the 1797 Portrait

of the Duchess ofAlba is undeniably 

one of the star exhibits of the

National Gallery’s big autumn show.  

Arrestingly dressed in traditional

Spanish costume, she haughtily

redirects our gaze to the spot on the

canvas where the words ‘Solo Goya’ 

(Only Goya) are inscribed. His

subject makes a point emphasised 

elsewhere in this impressive

collection – in his ability to pin the

character and psychology of his

subjects into paint, the Spanish

artist was uniquely gifted.Though

a third of Francisco Goya’s output

was portraits, there has never

before been an exhibition devoted

to them.The 60 works gathered

here take us from the grand court

of King Charles IV to the intimate

realm of the artist’s studio, captured 

in a moving self-portrait.

MAKE IT HAPPEN

Goya: The Portraits

opens 7 October and will run

until 10 January 2016 (£16; 

nationalgallery.org.uk).

The National Gallery is

on Trafalgar Square, close to

Leicester Square tube and

Charing Cross tube and train 

station (tfl.gov.uk).

Continue the Spanish theme

at one of Barrafina’s three tapas

restaurants (barrafina.co.uk).

Set in a restored building,

The Orange in Knightsbridge has

four stylish rooms in earthy tones

above its dining rooms and bar

(from £205; theorange.co.uk). 
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Fed up with not getting the full picture when you’re on an adventure? Now you can bring the 
most unmissable sights into glorious focus with Swarovski Optik. Here are three ways to 
ensure you capture the moment when you’re out and about…

Crystal-clear vision 

For more information on the full range of products,  
visit swarovskioptik.com

CL Pocket
If you love packing light and setting off for a city
break at a second’s notice, then don’t forget to
slip the CL Pocket in your bag. It’s so small, it fits
into the palm of your hand, yet is powerful
enough to promise unrestricted viewing of up to
119 metres.Whether you want to study the fine
details of Gaudí’s Sagrada Família in Barcelona,
or get a closer look at the Almada from the port
of Lisbon, having this to hand is a huge benefit.

CL Companion
When you’re venturing out to vast, arid
landscapes or conquering mountain trails, you
need something hardy that gives you a good
field of vision.The 8x magnification of the CL
Companion offers a smooth, judder-free image 
for comfortable viewing even in intense
situations. If you’re heading to one of the UK’s
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, take these 
with you to fully appreciate the views.

EL 32 and PA-i5 and  
PA-i6 adapter
Ever rode the Staten Island Ferry to see the
Statue of Liberty, or tried to take a photo of
wildlife on an African safari but found your
iPhone doesn’t have the zoom power to capture
the perfect shot? This simple adapter will help
you create crisp and sharp photos; simply attach 
the adapter to your binoculars to receive a 
clear image directly on your mobile. 

A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E AT U R E
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Remember that scene in the movie

Ghostbusters when the creatures of

the underworld seep from their lairs

to wreak havoc on the streets of

Manhattan?That’s not just the stuff

of fiction, but a joyous annual event:

the GreenwichVillage Halloween

Parade. Grab a spot on the stoop of

one of the historic brownstones in

the area come 31 October, and you

might see zombies samba past, or

ghosts getting down to dance tracks.

Every year some 50,000 costumed

revellers take part, making their

merry way up 6thAvenue to a

soundtrack supplied by 50-odd live

bands. Marching alongside are giant,

ghoulish puppets: previous years 

have seen crowd-surfing spiders

and oversized skeletons tickling

spectators with elongated fingers.

Participants are encouraged to

embrace this year’s theme, ‘Shine a

Light’, but anyone is free to join in, so

long as they have a costume. In the

US, pretty much any kind of fancy

dress is Halloween-appropriate –

expect to see NewYorkers kitted

out as cartoon characters and movie

stars, as well as the usual gamut of

black cats, vampires and horned

devils.The parade wends its way to

Webster Hall nightclub, where the

winner of the best costume award is

announced, and the party continues 

long past the witching hour.

Village of the damned
MAKE IT HAPPEN

The Village Halloween Parade

takes place on 31 October, from

7pm–11pm. Find more detailed

information on how to watch or

take part at halloween-nyc.com.

Fly direct to New York from the

UK on airlines including American

Airlines, BA, Delta, Norwegian,

United and Virgin Atlantic (from 

£350; virgin-atlantic.com).

The Marlton Hotel occupies a

restored turn-of-the-century

building in Greenwich Village. Its

old-school appeal is referenced

with original herringbone parquet 

floors and marble bathrooms

(from £235; marltonhotel.com).

Greenwich Village

Halloween Parade has taken

place since 1974 and is the

world’s largest of its kind

Gold Hill in Shaftesbury – the famed

location for Ridley Scott’s Hovis ad

Hardy
walks
This is the season for country walks,

with its mellow light, golden trees

and promise of a crackling fire and a

pint at route’s end (or middle).The

‘Hardy Country’ of northern Dorset,

which the author immortalised in

his novels, is an especially good

choice: less visited than much of the

southwest, its endless paths wind

amidst meadows, forest and rural

villages little changed since Hardy’s

time.Tess’s Journey, from regional

expert FootTrails, explores this

unspoilt area on an off-the-beaten-

track (adaptable) route. Starting

near pretty Shaftesbury, it heads

via thatched cottages, mills and

medieval churches to spots like the

River Stour, home to kingfishers and

otters, and uplands with panoramic

views as far as the Isle of Wight. On

the way, walkers fuel up at country 

pubs, and stay at historic inns,

complete with roaring fires.

MAKE IT HAPPEN

Tess’s Journey is a four–six night

itinerary, with eight–12 miles of

walking per day.The six-day trip

also visits Stonehenge. Walkers

stay in a choice of ‘rustic’ or

‘superior’ country inns (from

£565 per person, including luggage 

transfers, walking pack, maps

and resources; from 1 March–

31 October; foottrails.co.uk).

Shaftesbury is about 2½ hours

from London, via the M4, and

50 minutes from Bristol, via the

A36. It’s also a short drive from

Tisbury, served by trains from

London Waterloo (from £20

return; southwesttrains.co.uk).
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Great Escape
Take a journey fromThailand’s hectic capital all the way to the junglesof the north.

Start with a long-tail ride around the old canals of Bangkok, then head into the

countryside to trek the forest trailsof KhaoYai National Park. Catch the sunrise 

over the sacred statuesof Sukhothai, then taste some street food in

Chiang Mai. Finish up meeting hill tribes along Thailand’s border with Burma.

N O R T H E R N  T H A I L A N D

WORDS OLIVER BERRY @olivertomberry O  PHOTOGRAPHS CATHERINE SUTHERLAND @ccsphotographer

The 13th-century city of

Sukhothai was the capital

of one of the first Thai

kingdoms, and is now a

World Heritage site
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Plan your trip
 1Skip the traffic  

in Bangkok  

by taking a long-tail 

boat out into the 

city’s khlongs –  

its web of historic 

waterways (p54).

2Listen to the 

calls of birds 

and monkeys echo 

through the forest 

canopy in Khao 
Yai National 
Park (p56).

3 Thailand’s past 

lives on in 

Buddhist rituals still 

performed around 

Sukhothai –  

its ancient, stupa-

dotted capital (p58).

4Chiang 
Mai is the hub 

for travellers in the 

north, but it’s also  

a prime spot to try  

out steet food and a 

cooking class (p60).

5The villages in 

the deep-green 

hills around Mae 
Hong Son are 

home to different 

tribes, each proud  

of their own distinct 

lifestyle (p62).



ON THE ROAD

HOW TO GET THERE
BA, EVA Air and Thai Airways fly from 

London Heathrow direct to Bangkok 

Suvarnabhumi airport in 11–12 hours 

(from £480; thaiairways.com). Fares 

are often cheaper if you choose to 

travel via a hub airport on airlines 

including China Southern, Emirates, 

Etihad, Finnair, Jet Airways or Turkish 

Airlines, and many of these also fly 

from other UK cities. Visas for British 

passport-holders are issued on arrival, 

and permit stays for up to 30 days.

HOW TO GET AROUND
Public transport is very cheap in 

Thailand, but journey times can be 

long. The cheapest way to travel 

between major towns is aboard an 

intercity bus; the ones that operate 

from government-run bus stations are 

nearly always the safest and most 

reliable. There are several classes: the 

cheapest buses only have fans, but 

more expensive buses usually come 

with air-con and more comfortable 

seats. As a rough guide, a bus fare from 

Bangkok to Chiang Mai costs between 

£7.50 and £16. The Thai railway is slow 

and only really useful for reaching 

bigger cities such as Chiang Mai; fares 

start at around £10 a seat in the 

air-conditioned carriage, more for a 

sleeper berth. Air fares from Bangkok 

to Chiang Mai start at around £30 

one-way (airasia.com). Some flights 

leave from Bangkok Don Mueang 

airport. For local journeys, taxis and 

tuk-tuks are cheap and available nearly 

everywhere; make sure you negotiate 

the fare before you start off; Bangkok 

has metered taxis. A driver and private 

mini-van starts at around £30 to £40 

per day, plus petrol and tolls. 

HOW LONG TO SPEND
The itinerary for this trip can be 

covered in around 10 days, but two 

weeks will allow a more leisurely pace, 

as well as side-trips; Bangkok could 

take up three or four days on its own. 

Remember to factor in travel time: 

the journey from Bangkok to Chiang 

Mai by bus takes at least 9 hours.  

WHAT TO BUDGET
Thailand is still a cheap country in 

which to travel. Budget travellers 

could easily manage for under £25  

a day by staying in hostels or 

homestays, eating at street stalls and 

taking public transport. Between £40 

and £60 will cover mid-range hotels, 

admissions and activities; raising the 

daily budget above £65 brings some 

of the top boutique hotels into range, 

and also the chance to hire a guide 

and private driver.

WHEN TO GO
Peak season in Thailand is from 

November to March, when the 

weather is at its driest and 

temperatures are balmy, but not yet 

uncomfortably hot. Things get very 

steamy between April and May, while 

heavy monsoon rains are common 

between July and October, especially 

the further north you travel.

WHO CAN HELP
Experience Travel specialises in Asian 

travel, and offers a range of itineraries 

covering Thailand as well as multi-

country trips including Vietnam, Laos, 

Cambodia and Burma. Its 14-day 

Essential Thailand itinerary (£2,585pp 

based on two sharing) includes 

Bangkok’s khlongs, street food in 

Chiang Mai, and the island of Ko Yao 

Noi, while the 15-day Thailand With  

A Difference tour (£1,595pp) includes 

visits to Lisu and Lahu villages 

(experiencetravelgroup.com).

HOW TO PLAN
 For in-depth information, pick up 

Lonely Planet’s Thailand (£17.99).  
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Eat
Chiang Mai sausage. This 

meaty banger is a popular 

street snack in the north’s 

main city. It’s made with 

coarse-ground pork and 

stuffed with herbs.

Make  
A folded lotus bud. 

Folding down the petals 

of this sacred flower and 

lighting a bundle of 

incense is the traditional 

way to make an offering 

at Buddhist shrines.

Hail
A songthaew. These local 

buses are a common way to 

get around in Chiang Mai. 

Fares are fixed at 20 baht, 

but make sure you hail the 

right colour – red ones stay 

within the city limits. 

Bring
Loo paper. Very few 

public lavatories in 

Thailand have it, so 

you’ll be thankful you 

brought your own 

emergency supply.

Buy
Textiles. Weaving is a skill still 

widely practised by Thai women, 

especially in rural villages. 

Intricate Lanna patterns are 

prized, especially in the north.

Drink
Chang Beer. Thailand’s 

favourite lager is 

named after the local 

word for elephant. 

Other popular local 

beer brands include 

Singha and Leo.

Say  
‘Aroy!’ 
which means 

delicious – add an 

extra ‘mak’ at the 

end for emphasis, or 

a double ‘mak mak’ 

if the dish was really 

yummy.
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A food stall in 

Talat Pratu market 

in Chiang Mai
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Stock up for the
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IT’S THE MORNING RUSH HOUR
in downtown Bangkok, and the
city’s streets are wall-to-wall
traffic. Buses and mini-vans
loaded with commuters are

heading from the outer suburbs into the 
city centre. Tuk-tuk drivers tout for
business and streams of scooters whine
along the boulevards, the high keen of
their two-stroke engines blending with the
throaty grumble of truck exhausts and the
incessant blare of car horns. It’s gridlock, 
and no-one’s going anywhere fast.

But a few blocks away on the wide Chao
Phraya River, the great brown waterway
that flows through the heart of Bangkok,
there’s no sign of any traffic jams. Barges
and passenger ferries are chugging along
the river banks, packed with schoolkids
and office workers, and fleets of long-tail
boats skip and surf on the choppy swells,
dropping off their fares at jetties before
buzzing off downstream in search of new
business. Since the capital’s foundation
in 1782, the river has been the artery that’s 
kept Bangkok’s circulation flowing.

But, in fact, the Chao Phraya is just one
of many waterways snaking their way
through Bangkok. Hundreds of miles of 
canals, or khlongs as they’re known
locally, spiral through the little village
neighbourhoods that radiate like a spider’s
web around the city centre. Though many
have now been paved over or filled in to 

1. Bangkok
It’s a city infamous for its traffic jams, but there’s another way to explore – the web

of khlongs, man-made waterways, that stretch out to the capital’s furthest corners

make roads, they remain a vital part of the
city’s infrastructure – as well as a glimpse
of an older Bangkok, far removed from the
modern-day, 21st-century city of skycrapers,
shopping malls and office blocks.

‘Bangkok is a city of islands,’ explains 
boatman Pae Visut, as he steers his
long-tail into the maze of canals in
Thonburi, a residential neighbourhood
west of the Chao Phraya. ‘In the past, the
khlongs were the only way to reach areas. 
They’re still quicker than the roads.’

He chuckles gruffly, resting the
long-tail’s rudder on his knee as he
sparks up the cigarette dangling from
his lips, and guides his boat though a
lock-gate into Khlong Bangkok Yai, the 
Little Bangkok Canal.

Lines of tin-roofed houses glide past,
teetering on wooden stilts above the
murky water. Golden-topped temples
rise alongside the banks, framed by
drooping willows and jacaranda trees. 
Tangles of electricity cables and
telephone wires hang overhead, and
local residents tend forests of potted
plants festooning their waterfront
verandas. Occasionally, a white egret
swoops down to strut along the banks,
dipping for fish in the shallows, or a
monitor lizard hauls itself from the
tea-brown water to bask in the sunshine. 

‘Many people in Bangkok have no
idea these khlongs are even here,’ Pae  

says, as he cuts the engine and moors up
by a riverside temple, its finials flashing 
like beaten copper. ‘But I’ve been a
boatman here for 35 years, so to me
they’re as familiar as the streets around
my own house.’ He beckons to a passing
boat – a floating shop stocked with food,
drinks, trinkets and temple offerings. He
buys a garland of marigold and jasmine
flowers, and adds it to several others
draped over the long-tail’s prow. ‘Good 
karma,’ he explains, rolling a fresh
cigarette on his knee, and saluting
another long-tail as it buzzes past.

Some canals are as old as the city
itself. When King Rama I moved his
capital here from Ayutthaya in the late
18th century, he built his opulent Grand
Palace on the island of Rattanakosin, and
established the city’s first canals to link
it with the Chao Phraya River. Canals
proliferated as the city grew, serving as
moats, aqueducts, thoroughfares and
flood barriers. Even today, the city’s locks
play a key role in managing water levels 
during the monsoon rains.

Clattering back onto the Chao Phraya
from Thonburi’s backwater khlongs, Pae
steers his boat towards the golden spires of
Wat Pho, one of the city’s oldest temples.
It’s now nearly midday, and fleets of boats 
are bobbing around the temple’s jetty,
depositing cargoes of monks and pilgrims 
carrying floral wreaths and bundles of 

A pot plant at Khlong Bang

Luang Artist House, on the

banks of the Chao Phraya.

LEFT A long-tail boat moors

at a siding. RIGHT Long-tail 

boatman Pae Visut
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incense to make their afternoon offering.
Cascades of fallen petals float in the water,
and the sound of rhythmic chanting rises
above the buzz of boat engines. It’s another 
sign that, for all its status as a restless
modern metropolis, Bangkok is still a city 
that’s deeply entangled with its past.

Wat Pho houses

Thailand’s largest

collection of Buddha

images, and was the

country’s first centre

for public education

A Buddha statue at

Wat Pho. LEFT AND

FAR LEFT Worshippers

light incense and candles 

at the royal temple
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From Bangkok, it’s 100 miles northeast by bus or

mini-van to the mountains of Khao Yai National Park, 

where hiking and wildlife-spotting awaits.

A riverside location is a must when choosing

a Bangkok hotel, and the Chatrium Riverside

comes with the bonus of sky-high views from  

its 36 floors. Rooms are more like mini-

apartments – many come with second bedrooms

and kitchens, not to mention wraparound views

over the city. Don’t miss a dip in the impressive 

infinity pool (above) overlooking the Chao 

Phraya (from £50, chatrium.com).

Scheduled ferries run regularly along the river,

stopping at most tourist sites. Hiring your own

long-tail costs £15–£25 per hour, and can be

arranged at one of the main commuter jetties.

Essentials
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2. Khao Yai National Park
Strap on your boots and hike the trails of this wild forest park –

with a bit of luck you’ll spot gibbons, hornbills and maybe even a wild elephant

SHHHH,’ WHISPERS PUK
Manchaona, as he cocks an
ear skyward and peers into
the forest canopy. Milky
sunlight is piercing the

treetops, underscored by the gentle tinkle
of a stream and the reedy trill of unseen
birds. Then, further down the valley, a
long, looping hoot rings out, rising like
an ambulance siren before dying out in
an eerie echo. Moments later, it’s answered
by a return call, then another, and another
– and before long, the treetops are filled
with whoops and wails, a jungle choir  
in full-throated voice.

‘Gibbons,’ Puk advises. ‘Hard to see, very
easy to hear.’ He adjusts his pack and pads
off silently down the trail, picking his way 
past knotted roots and giant ferns as he 
searches for more inhabitants.

Puk – or Uncle Puk, as he’s known – is
a legend in Khao Yai National Park. He’s
been a ranger here for 53 years, the last
survivor of the original cohort of rangers 
recruited when this vast stretch of 

rainforest became Thailand’s first national
park in 1962. Now in his mid-seventies,
Puk has dedicated his life to exploring the
jungles of Khao Yai, and knows the forest
trails better than anyone. He is one of the
park’s senior guides, training other rangers
in forest skills, from tracking wildlife to 
identifying jungle plants.

‘You must use different eyes in the
forest,’ Uncle Puk explains, as he steps
down a steep, muddy slope with the grace 
of a mountain goat. ‘There are many
secrets to see, but first you must learn how
to look.’ He pauses at the edge of the trail
and points to a tree where several deep
gouges have been scored into the trunk.
To an untrained eye, they simply look like
marks in the bark – but Uncle Puk knows
exactly what’s caused them. ‘Black bear,’ 
he says. ‘Very good climbers.’

Covering 837 square miles in the
western part of the Sankamphaeng
Mountain Range, Khao Yai is Thailand’s
most popular national park. It’s renowned
for its diverse terrain and varied wildlife,
with more than 3,000 plants, 320 birds
and 66 mammals, including the Asian
black bear, Indochinese tiger, pig-tailed
macaque and several families of wild 
Asian elephants.

Unsurprisingly, the park is a favourite
holiday spot for Thais and foreigners
alike, who spend their time hiking the
trails, cycling the forest roads and taking 
night-time wildlife safaris. It’s also
spectacularly beautiful, and regularly
features as a movie location – notably
in Danny Boyle’s 2000 adaptation of
The Beach, when Leonardo DiCaprio
took a death-defying plunge down the 
waterfall of Haew Suwat.

As he picks his way through the forest, 
Uncle Puk demonstrates his intimate
knowledge of the forest. He points out the
giant webs of orb spiders strung between
the trees, huge termite colonies as tall as a
man, and the tracks of a wild gaur (a type
of bison) imprinted into the muddy trail.

Nearly every plant has a use, he
explains: the leaves of one tree yield
a natural antiseptic, while the bark of
another exudes a toxin that local tribes
once used to poison-tip their arrows. He
ends his walk with a visit to a massive
strangler fig, spiralling a hundred feet into 
the forest canopy, its great black roots
creeping out like fingers across the jungle
floor. There are many like this in Khao Yai,
he says, leaning against its twisted trunk; 

this one is probably 200 years old, he
thinks, but he knows others which could 
be twice its age.

By the time Uncle Puk emerges from
the trees and begins the trek for home,
evening is falling over the forest. He’s
standing in grassland on the edge of the
tree-line, not far from an observation hide. 
The sky is blazing orange and a line of
karst peaks pierces the skyline, their spiky
tops picked out by the sinking sun. As he
treks down towards the hide, he points to
a trail of flattened stalks trampled into the 
head-high grass.

‘Chang,’ he says, trumpeting softly as
he mimes a pair of tusks with his hands.
‘Elephant. Maybe we will see tonight,’
he says, before adding, ‘but maybe not.  
In the jungle, you never know.’

He grins and vanishes into the grass,
as a fresh chorus of hoots, whoops, honks
and screeches heralds the gathering dusk.

Park ranger Uncle Puk at

the base of a strangler fig

Located 25 miles from the park’s boundaries,

Ndol Villas (above) is a riverside retreat in a

peaceful location, with a choice of villas and

rooms arranged around a formal garden, stocked 

with native plants and fruit trees.The hotel’s

architecture reflects local building styles, using

wood, tiles and embroidered fabrics, and there

are plenty of secluded spots where you can

relax by the water (from £50, ndolvillas.com).

Khao Yai National Park is open daily from

6am–6pm. Admission costs £7. Guided walks

cost around £30 per person (thainationalparks.

com/khao-yai-national-park).

From Khao Yai, the ruins of Sukhothai lie

280 miles northeast. The fastest route is to

hire a driver and minivan direct, but scheduled

buses from Bangkok stop at a nearby station.

N O R T H E R N  T H A I L A N D



Nong Pak Chi Observation

Tower. RIGHT A pig-tailed

macaque. ABOVE RIGHT

A suspension bridge close to

the national park’s entrance

Haew Suwat waterfall.

LEFT Grazing sambar deer,

found across southern Asia
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Wat Mahathat was the

Sukhothai Kingdom’s

foremost temple in the late

13th and early 14th centuries

N O R T H E R N  T H A I L A N D



3. Sukhothai
Hop on a bike and tick off the temples of this ancient

sacred city, surrounded by tamarind groves and lily ponds

IN FRONT OF THE GREAT
ruined temple of Wat Mahathat,
a pilgrim kneels before a giant
Buddha and prepares to make his
evening offering. He lays a lotus

flower before the seated form, then lights
a candle and a bundle of incense before
bowing his head in prayer. Above him, the
Buddha is depicted in the attitude adopted 
by most of Sukhothai’s statues: the
‘subduing Mara’ pose, symbolising safety
from evil – one hand resting in his lap, the
other pointed towards the ground, eyes
half-closed, a beatific smile on his lips.

Having completed his prayers, the man
rises and unwraps a square of gold leaf,
which he applies to the Buddha’s right
hand before bowing his head and shuffling 
off. As he walks away, thousands more
golden squares glint in the breeze, a mosaic 
covering the Buddha like chainmail.

The great complex of temples at
Sukhothai is more than 800 years old.
It’s a cityscape of shrines, built by the kings
of Siam between the 13th and the 15th
centuries. Now a World Heritage site, in all 
there are more than 200 temples dotted 
over 27 square miles, making this
Thailand’s largest religious complex.

The variety of temples is astonishing
– the structures here are the crowning
achievements of Thailand’s religious
architecture. They range in style and
complexity, from humble stone shrines to
great conical stupas topped by sculpted
lotus buds, the symbol of enlightenment.
Some shrines are guarded by bas-relief
figures or sacred animals: magical dragons, 

warrior monkeys or guardian elephants.
Often, the traces of ancient murals can be
glimpsed in the stonework, once vivid
with colour, now fading into invisibility. 
Between the temples, clipped lawns
sprawl under palms and tamarind trees,
and still pools filled with water-lilies
reflect images of temples on every side.

Given the site’s size, the best way to get
around is by bike, which allows access to
the more remote temples outside the old
ramparts – like the great Buddha of Wat Si
Chum, which at three times the height of a
double-decker bus is by some margin the 
largest statue in Sukhothai.

Sadly, Sukhothai’s golden age wasn’t
to last. By the early 1700s the complex
had been all but abandoned, eclipsed by
the rise of the rival city of Ayutthaya, and
its monuments were left to crumble into
ruins. When King Rama I established his
new capital in Bangkok in 1782, many
statues and artefacts were moved to
furnish the king’s newly built temples.

But Sukhothai is far from a forgotten
ruin these days. Around the old temples
sprawls a busy, modern tourist town,
where horse carts clip-clop along the
streets, and fleets of tourists on push-bikes 
stop at stalls to browse for souvenirs or
snack on portions of sticky coconut rice.
Sukhothai’s religious importance remains
– especially for the communities of monks 
and nuns who still call it home.

‘Sukhothai means the Dawn of Happiness,’
explains Phra Athkarn Suradhej Kittiyano,
who serves as the abbot of Wat Saiyath, one
of the newest monasteries, re-established 

on the site of an abandoned temple just 12
years ago. ‘It is special because it marks the 
start of our spiritual awakening,’ he
continues, proudly showing off the
interior of his temple, decorated with
stories from the Buddha’s life. ‘One could
say it is here in Sukhothai that the story of 
Buddhism in Thailand began.’

He walks outside and closes the temple 
doors. Outside, his fellow monks are
preparing for evening alms. They set off
down the road in single file, heading
for a line of temples on the horizon that
glow like embers in the evening haze.

Marigold garlands

at Wat Sri Chum.

RIGHT Cycling is the best

way to see Sukhothai’s

numerous temples 
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The smart Legendha is in the middle of the

old town, just a couple of minutes’ walk from the

main temple site. Its villas are surrounded by

lawns and ponds, and are designed to resemble

traditionalThai houses, complete with wooden

furniture and verandas overlooking the garden 

(from £35, legendhasukhothai.com).

A one-day ticket at Sukhothai costs

£6.50, and can be purchased at the main gate. 

Bikes can be hired for about 50p an hour.

Essentials

Buses run regularly from Sukhothai direct to Chiang 

Mai, 180 miles north. If time allows, it’s worth

factoring in a stop to another temple complex at  

Si Satchanalai, 40 miles north of Sukhothai.



Red curry with fried

noodles. LEFT Chef

Krit Apithumachot

Barbecued sausage.

LEFT The corrugated

roofs of Warorot Market.  

RIGHT Talart Sot

Market in nearby Pai
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A street-food stall in Talat Pratu

market. LEFT AND FAR LEFT Fresh

produce at Sanpa Khoi Market

and Somphet Market
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4. Chiang Mai
Join the dinner queues forThailand’s finest street food,  

then polish up your knife skills with a cooking class

JUST OUTSIDE THE
southern gate of the old city
walls, Chiang Mai’s street
vendors are getting ready for
the dinner rush. Charcoal

barbecues are sizzling and steel vats are
bubbling, sending clouds of smoke and
steam into the hot evening air. At one stall,
a woman is chargrilling huge pink prawns
over a wood fire. At another, a vendor is
barbecuing strings of sausages, his face
blushed from the heat of the flames. There
are stalls selling green papaya salad and
plates of pad Thai, and others dishing out
bowls of rice noodles and pork dumplings, 
doused in meaty broth and laced with 
piles of bird’s eye chillies.

Greengrocers are yelling for trade,
surrounded by pyramids of colourful
fruit – crimson rambutan, creamy durian,
purple mangosteen, pink dragon fruit.
It’s chaotic, smoky and deafeningly loud,
but for the city’s residents, this is the best
place in town for a post-work snack – and
judging by the queues already forming,  
it’s set to be another busy night.

Food is a crucial part of everyday life in
Thailand. The majority of families still sit
down together for a meal at least once a
day, and the phrase ‘Gin khao reu yang?’ 
(Have you eaten rice yet?) remains a
common greeting. With its emphasis on
fresh ingredients and fiery, tangy tastes,
Thai food has become one of the country’s
most popular exports, but strictly speaking, 
Thailand actually has many cuisines.

‘Every region in Thailand has its
own style of cooking,’ explains chef  

Krit Apithumachot, as he strolls around
the kitchen garden of his cooking school,
15 minutes outside Chiang Mai’s centre.
‘In the south, dishes tend to be spicier and
use lots of different flavours, while here in
the north, the cooking tends to be simpler
and uses mainly homegrown ingredients.
Even today, most families still harvest herbs
and vegetables from their own gardens.’ He
picks a big bunch of Thai basil and adds it
to his basket of ingredients, all picked this
morning – red chillis, green chives, curly
kale and a couple of coconuts – then heads 
inside to start preparations for lunch.

For the things he can’t grow himself,
Krit, like most Thais, goes to the market
every day. He greets most of the stallholders
by name – from the farmer who supplies
his chickens to the butcher who makes his
sausages. Wooden stalls are arranged in
haphazard rows, laden with produce from
local farms: sacks of jasmine rice, freshly
cut bamboo shoots, stalks of lemongrass
and wild galangal, piles of cabbages, oyster
mushrooms and pak choi. Shoppers ride
their scooters straight down the market’s
lanes, stuffing ingredients into plastic bags 
dangling from their handlebars, before
stopping for a strong black coffee to fuel
the journey home. It’s like a village hall,
community hub and moped convention, 
all rolled into one.

Back at the cooking school, Krit is
preparing a classic northern dish – nam
tok moo, a spicy salad of herbs, shallots,
roasted rice and barbecued pork. He works
fast, shredding the meat, toasting the rice
and chopping the herbs, before preparing  

a zingy vinaigrette of lime, chilli, palm
sugar and fish sauce. With a flash of flame 
and a toss of the wok, the dish comes
together and is plated up, ready to eat.
It’s the classic Thai combination: sweet,
spicy, salty and sour, with just the right
blend of chewiness and crunchiness from 
the garden-fresh ingredients.

‘Aroy mak,’ Krit says, tucking into the
salad with relish. ‘Just like grandma would 
have made it.’

Concealed behind whitewashed walls and

a 200-year-old tamarind tree, the ravishing

Tamarind Village has spacious rooms arranged

around a series of courtyards, and is decorated

with woven fabrics and handmade furniture 

(from £90, tamarindvillage.com).

Half-day courses at Pantawan Cooking

School start at £35 and include cooking – and

eating – four dishes (pantawancooking.com).

Essentials

Catch a bus or minivan to the hills around Mae Hong 

Son, 155 miles northwest of Chiang Mai.
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5. Mae Hong Son
Trek between the rice terraces and stilt houses ofThailand’s far north,  

where local hill tribes still cling to an age-old way of life

THE WORKING DAY STARTS 
early in the rice terraces.
Dressed in the traditional
outfits of the Lisu tribe –
baggy culottes, a purple

velvet jacket and an embroidered tunic,
rounded off by a pair of sturdy gumboots
– Ha Mee and her two aunties set out just
after dawn, trekking up the hillside from
their village to get started at 7.30am. Before
work, they usually sit down for breakfast
by the roadside, eating rice crackers and
sipping green tea from a flask as they
divvy up the day’s tasks. It’s a cool, damp 
morning, and wisps of grey cloud are
rolling along the acid-green terraces.
A few families have already begun work
and, before too long, Ha Mee and her
aunties are ready to join them, wading
down into the paddies and sheltering
themselves from the morning drizzle
beneath a pink-and-white umbrella.

Like most of the Lisu people who live
around Mae Hong Son, Ha Mee’s family are
farmers, growing rice, corn and other crops
to sell at roadside markets. ‘The rice is not
ready to harvest yet,’ she says, stooping
down to pluck weeds from between the
shoots. ‘But we need to weed the paddies
so that the rice can grow strong.’ She takes
a breather and wipes her brow, looking out
along the terraces, where more villagers
are arriving to start their own day’s work.

The Lisu are one of the six main
indigenous tribes scattered across the
steep, densely wooded hills of northern
Thailand. Like all the nation’s hill tribes,
the Lisu’s origins long predate national 
boundaries. Historically they are a
travelling people, ranging across the
mountains to avoid conflict or seek out
new lands to farm. These days, the Lisu
are scattered far and wide, all the way from
the mountains of Burma and Thailand to
southwest China and the Indian province
of Arunachal Pradesh. Though officially
recognised as Thai citizens, they remain
fiercely protective of their customs: they
still speak their own language, build their
own houses from teak and bamboo, and
hand-stitch their ceremonial costumes.
That said, these days people are also
happy to make concessions to the modern
world – everyone gets around by scooter 
and nearly every house has a rusty  
satellite dish outside.

Across the spine of green hills from Ha
Mee’s rice paddies lies the little village of
Ja Bo, which belongs to one of Thailand’s 

other main hill tribes, the Lahu. Where
the Lisu are proud of their agricultural
know-how, the Lahu are famed for their
hunting prowess. Men wear long machetes 
at their belt, and hunt using traditional
bamboo bows, wearing necklaces made
of porcupine quills or wild boar tusks as
souvenirs. They live close to the land,
relying on its natural fertility and the
plentiful rains to grow their crops. Most
Lahu also still practise a form of animist
religion, in which everything in nature is
believed to have its own spirit – from rocks
and trees to rivers and animals. When they 
feel unwell or need spiritual guidance,
villagers call on the services of the village 
shaman, who dispenses traditional
medicines and performs healing rituals.

Jaa Kyew was born in Ja Bo, and recently
returned to his home village to work as a
farmer having completed his studies in the
nearby town of Pai. He now supplements
his income by guiding trekkers in the hills
around Ja Bo and organising home-stays 
with local families.

‘I’m very proud of my culture,’ he says,
as he leads the way along Ja Bo’s dusty
main street, where roosters and ducklings
scratch around in the dry earth, and dogs
yawn along the roadside. ‘It is important to
welcome people so we can show them how
we live. That way they will understand our
culture better, and help us protect it.’

He waves to a woman walking home
from one of the village plantations, a 

basket of tea leaves strapped to her back,
a baby slung in a papoose around her neck.
She’s wearing the traditional jacket worn
by all Lahu woman, made from handwoven 
black cotton trimmed by five coloured
bands. The colours all have a meaning,
Jaa Kyew explains: black for ancestors,
red for bloodline, white for spiritual
purity, blue for prosperity and yellow  
for tea, the Lahu’s staple crop.

In the valley below, people are still at
work in the fields, but soon they’re running 
for cover as a sudden rainstorm bursts
above the hills, turning the village street
into a fast-running river. No-one seems to
mind much, and it doesn’t last long. Rain
is what keeps the fields green and the
crops growing, and enables the Lahu
and Thailand’s other hill tribes to continue
a way of life that’s endured here as long  
as anyone cares to remember.

Jaa Kyew of

the Lahu tribe

N O R T H E R N  T H A I L A N D

The attractive bungalows at Fern Resort

are built on stilts alongside a plantation of rice

terraces, surrounded by groves of palm, banana

and papaya trees. All come with air-con and

their own private veranda, and the resort also

has its own restaurant serving local northern

dishes, as well as a swimming pool under the 

trees (from £45, fernresort.info).

Various local villages offer homestay

programmes where you can stay with a family  

in their traditional stilt house and share

homecooked meals; contactThailand Hilltribe 

Holidays (thailandhilltribeholidays.com).

Essentials

NEXT MONTH

Great Escape: US ROCKIES

OLIVER BERRY is a regular contributor to

Lonely Planet Traveller, and has recently

reported from Amsterdam and Tuscany.



A Lahu tribesman at the

morning market. RIGHT

Ha Mee of the Lisu tribe.

FAR RIGHT A cockerel

wakes the village of Ja Bo

A view of the valley from

the entrance to Ja Bo village.

BELOW, FROM LEFT Traditional

basket-weaving skills;

provisions at a Lisu rice field;

Kayan villagers – many women

wear decorative brass neck coils
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Thailand’s best beaches
After a tour of the north of the country, bolt on an excursion to one of these fine beaches

HAT PHRA NANG, RAILAY
At Railay on the Andaman Sea coast, sugar-white 
sands look out onto a dramatic seascape of soaring 
limestone crags. Hat Phra Nang (pictured) is a 
powdery crescent framed by majestic cliffs carved 
with caves, with islands peeking out of the clear 
blue waters ahead. Like all Railay’s beaches, it’s 
reached only by long-tail boat, making it a special 
spot to swim, snorkel or just take in the scenery.

Take a 45-minute long-tail boat ride from Krabi,  

which is 1½ hours by plane from Bangkok. 

AO PHUTSA, KO SAMET
Just a few hours from Bangkok, Ko Samet island is 
a popular weekend escape that still retains the wild 
charm of its jungle interior and fringe of small, 
sandy bays. Its coastal footpath makes it an ideal 
place for cove-hopping, tracing clifftops and forest 
to beaches bathed by turquoise waters. Among 
them are secluded Ao Phutsa and Hat Sai Kaew, 
dubbed ‘Diamond Beach’ for sand so soft it squeaks.

Ko Samet is a 40-minute boat trip from the port of  

Ban Phe, itself a three-hour drive from Bangkok.

HAT YAO, KO PHI PHI DON
One of 150 islands adrift off the bleach-blonde 
shores of Krabi, Ko Phi-Phi Don has some of 
Thailand’s most beautiful coastal scenery and 
whitest stretches of sand – like the pristine bay of 
Hat Yao (also called Long Beach). Some beaches 
draw crowds, but jump in a long-tail boat or head 
to the east coast to find quiet, palm-fringed bays 
with unbroken views over the Andaman Sea.

Boats serve the island from Krabi and Phuket (75 minutes 

or two hours), both short flights from Bangkok.

AO PHRAO, KO KUT
Ko Kut in the Gulf of Thailand is the country’s 
fourth largest island, but here, crowds are thin, 
groves of coconut palms greatly outnumber 
buildings, and life is supremely laid-back. The 
island (also written as Koh Kood) is blessed with 
unspoilt beaches such as Ao Phrao: a palm-fringed 
arc of white sand lapped by aquamarine waters. 
Just behind it is Ban Khlong Phrao, a tiny fishing 
village on the banks of a mangrove-lined canal.

It’s an hour’s flight or five-hour drive from Bangkok to Trat 

and nearby Laem Sok pier, about 1½ hours by boat to Ko Kut.

HAT SALAD, KO PHA-NGAN
Ko Samui’s neighbour is a sleepy place aside from 
its monthly full moon parties. The island is rich in 
beautiful beaches with miles of space to swing a 
hammock. Hat Salad on the northwest coast is a 
slim arc of sand fronted by shallow blue water 
where long-tail boats often bob and, at sunset, 
local fishermen come to throw their nets. Offshore 
is Sail Rock, one of the Gulf’s best dive sites.

Flights from Bangkok serve Ko Samui in just over an hour, 

then it’s a short boat trip to Ko Pha-Ngan.
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On the banks of Hudson Bay, residents in the 
isolated Canadian town of Churchill live in 
perpetual fear of polar bear attacks, yet depend 
on the mighty carnivores for their livelihoods
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CLOSE 
ENCOUNTERS 
OF THE 
FURRED  
KIND





‘SOMEWHERE
OUT THERE LIES 
SOMETHING
GENUINELY
WORTHY OF  
OUR FEAR’
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E
VERY HALLOWEEN, Bob Windsor drives  
his truck out to the rocks that edge the
steely waters of Hudson Bay and scans
the shoreline for polar bears. A bandolier
of shotgun cartridges is slung over the 
headrest of his seat.

Bob carries three guns and a range of
ammunition: cracker shells to frighten
bears off with noise, paint-ball rounds

that deliver a painful sting and, for the most desperate
circumstances, lead slugs the size of an AA battery. These
are only accurate at short range, but one of them can stop
a rampaging half-ton animal bent on taking a human life. 
Bob’s been in charge of Churchill’s polar bear alert
programme for six years and he’s had to use them twice.

‘What’s incredible about the bears is their speed and
stealth,’ he says. ‘They lay down somewhere and you  
just don’t see them.’

Compact and whiskered, Bob projects the alertness and
physical confidence of a natural hunter, but he’s looking
at something that bothers him. A man in an orange hat is
hunkered down between two rocks on the beach, about
50 yards beyond the signs warning anyone from walking
in the area. Bob has chased two bears out of town in the
past 24 hours, both close to this point, where a traditional
inukshuk, an Inuit marker, stands as a navigation aid for 
kayakers and hunters.

I look at the man through my binoculars. He notices me
watching him and slithers out of sight into the rocks. I tell
Bob that the man seems determined to become bear food.
‘That’s what I was thinking too,’ Bob says. ‘If he ends up 
being taken, at least we’ll find his orange toque.’

Keeping the human population of Churchill safe from 
bears is a year-round endeavour, but it peaks in bear
season. In October and November every year, polar bears
that have been forced off their seal-hunting grounds by the
melting of the ice in Hudson Bay arrive in the area to await
the winter freeze. As soon as the ice is strong enough to
carry them, they vanish onto the bay. But during those
weeks while the ice is forming, 800–900 bears are at large 
in the area around the town.

The critical date in Bob’s diary is 31 October, when
the 200 or so children of Churchill take to the streets in
Halloween costumes. ‘The big focus is the trick-or-treating
– that’s what we man-up for,’ Bob says. He has 15 units
on patrol: five of his own and 10 drawn from the police,
emergency services and utility companies. Their task is to
prevent an encounter between children hungry for candy 
and polar bears hungry for pretty much anything.

Just after 3:30pm, a helicopter makes a circuit of the
town and pronounces it bear-free. About an hour later,
the first groups of children appear on the snowy streets in
small groups, some with their parents, some without. The
light turns gold and fades, the temperature drops. Four-
year-old Emily Robertson is a pirate, her sister Natalie is
Winnie the Pooh; there is a boy dressed as Ron Weasley;  
a scary clown; a girl in a pumpkin costume; assorted
vampires and ghouls. As darkness falls, there is a frisson
in knowing that somewhere out there lurks something 
genuinely worthy of our fear.

Churchill has a complicated relationship with its bears.
They are both an economic opportunity and an existential
danger. The tiny town – population 900 – was established
in the 18th century and has been variously a fur-trading 

OPPOSITE Churchill steps up its polar bear alert programme on Halloween night. ABOVE LEFT Churchill is an isolated town

– the nearest city, Winnipeg, is a 90-minute flight away. ABOVE RIGHT Bob Windsor keeps watch for trespassing bears
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post, a military base and a port. Today its economy depends
on nature tours. Churchill is the self-described ‘polar bear
capital of the world’. It hosts 10 times its population in
tourists, who come to see its bears. Nowhere on Earth can
you see polar bears so close, so reliably and in such great
numbers. Until 2005, a large open-air dump drew bears to
the town, and tourists could have a cheap – and dangerous 
– polar bear safari by renting a vehicle and driving to it
(‘They were fat, garbage-fed bears,’ is Bob’s assessment).
The dump has now closed and the only way to see the
bears officially is to join a tour out to the Churchill Wildlife 
Management Area, or to Wapusk National Park.

The animals can be viewed from the air by helicopter, or
on specially built tundra buggies that trundle 15-odd miles 
out from the city into the elemental landscape of snow, 
rocks, stunted Arctic willow and frozen water.

During the three days I spent in the Churchill Wildlife
Management Area, I counted 48 separate encounters
with polar bears: scratching themselves on willow
bushes, sprawling comically on kelp beds, play-fighting,
poking under the snow with their long black tongues,
standing up on their hind legs to peer curiously inside
the buggy. I saw sibling bears, mother bears travelling
with grown cubs, and huge lone male bears with faces
scarred from the vicious competition for mates. The
strange enchantment of watching them never palled.
The animals have an incredible allure – I found them
huge, charismatic, otherworldly. Cuddly and menacing, 

comic and melancholy, they are the Tony Soprano of
mammals. Watching them for hours, as they cavorted,
relaxed, munched kelp, and sparred gently with one
another, I could never quite rid myself of the thought
that I was looking at people wearing bear suits. There
is something deeply uncanny about them: their size,
idiosyncratic stiff-legged gait, huge paws, and oddly
human five-toed footprints. The Inuit traditionally
credited the nanuq, as they call them, with supernatural
powers and, even today, Inuit hunters will avoid speaking 
about the polar bear, fearing its ability to overhear and 
understand distant human conversations.

An entire industry has grown up around Churchill’s
bears. The tundra buggies in which visitors view the
animals are enormous and heated, built up high on
huge axles, with viewing platforms at the rear. In
October and November, mobile luxury hotels are
stationed out in the tundra, like a strange combination  
of safari lodge and lunar base.

In the luxurious isolation of the lodges, guests rub
shoulders with scientists conducting research, make
trips out on to the tundra, and return to dine on braised
venison and Arctic char. I personally found the experience 
of living aboard for several days thrilling, but mildly
claustrophobic. Watching the bears lope past the window
of my bunk at night and in the early morning, I wondered
if I were a participant on a bear safari, or the inmate of a
human zoo. A massive logistical effort makes it possible 

‘TOWNSFOLKAREWELL-SCHOOLED INTHE DANGERS 
OF LIVING WITH THESE HUNGRY PREDATORS’

Churchill’s Halloween

celebrations coincide with

peak polar bear season, as

this part of Hudson Bay is

one of the first to ice over
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Climate change is thought

to be forcing polar bears

inland for longer periods

of the year – the result is

lower body weights and

a declining population
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for visitors to see polar bears in safety and comfort outside
Churchill. Equal ingenuity is expended preventing them 
encountering polar bears while they’re in it.

It’s broadly true to say that the polar bear is the largest
predator on Earth – but the statement demands some
qualification. Orcas of course are bigger, but aquatic. And
some scientists suggest that it would be more accurate to
think of polar bears as marine mammals. At the northern
end of their range, polar bears are conceived, born and  
live their entire lives on the ice.

The polar bears in the western Hudson Bay area are
one of only two populations that spend their summers on
land. As they are adapted to hunt from the ice, they pass
the summer months in a state of ‘walking hibernation’,
conserving energy, burning their stored fat, and waiting for 
the bay to freeze. Some might be lucky enough to find a
beached seal. They can be resourceful too: helicopter pilot 
Erik Polzin described to me how he’d watched a bear
waiting for hours on a gradually submerging rock until it
managed to entice a baby beluga whale into its paws. ‘He 
ripped its face off and ate it like a Slim Jim,’ says Erik.

But the polar bear is not simply an object of fear. On
the streets of Churchill, I bump into Vonda McPherson
who was walking her dog, Chocolate – a skittish half-
husky, half-wolf. Vonda tells me she had First Nations
Cree ancestry on both sides of her family, and her native 
forebears regarded the bear with awe and respect.
‘I know that in my culture the polar bear is seen as  
a guardian,’ she explains. 

Churchill’s townsfolk are well-schooled in the dangers
of living within range of these hungry predators. They
don’t walk around alone at night. They avoid the cut-
throughs between the low-slung prefabricated houses that
make up the town. They stay well away from the beach,
where the rocks and snow can easily conceal a lurking
bear. The man with the orange hat was, almost certainly,  
a foolish – and lucky – visitor.

The town has regular polar bear patrols, polar bear traps
(long raised metal tubes baited with seal meat) and a polar
bear hotline that residents are instructed to call at the first
sign of a bear. Bob’s teams respond to the call-outs and
scare the animals out of town, chasing them on foot and
firing cracker shells or paint-ball ammunition to keep  
them on the move.

Some bears require stronger deterrence. Stubborn
recidivist bears get darted and taken off to polar bear jail –
a gloomy, windowless hangar on the outskirts of the town.
Here they’re kept in separate cells and given only water for
30 days. Once the time is up, or when the ice has formed,
they’re carted out on to the bay by truck, or flown north by
helicopter. On the day I met Bob, the jail – or polar bear
holding centre, as it’s officially known – had 12 furry
inmates. He categorically refused to let me go inside. ‘We
don’t want the animals to get used to human beings, and
it’s a question of liability. We had our last fatality in 1983, 
and that’s a record we want to stand for a long time.’

Later that Halloween night it is the adults’ turn
to party. A bar called the Dark Side is full of locals  

 
   

In Inuit folklore, polar

bears (nanuq) were

humans when inside their

own homes, only wearing

bear hides when outside



Tundra buggies are kitted out

with all mod cons, allowing

close-up, safe views of the

bears. LEFT Churchill’s economy

depends largely on the bears

and visitors wishing to see them

An inukshuk – an Inuit

navigational marker.

LEFT A bear-proof dustbin.

RIGHT Parks Canada

warden Duane Collins

Churchill port is used to export

Canadian grain to Europe.

RIGHT Polar bears had great

cultural significance to Vonda

McPherson’s Cree ancestors. 

FAR RIGHT

Helicopters patrol

the town and take

visitors on bear-

spotting safaris
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in costume. People are marking the occasion with
the enthusiasm you’d expect in a tiny town where not
much happens. Half a dozen party-goers are dressed
as Lego bricks, a very tall man has come as Death, there  
are several penguins, Wolverine, Indiana Jones,
Storm Troopers, pirates, Waldo, the Cat in the Hat,  
but interestingly, no polar bears.

Erin Greene has come as the ballerina Nina Sayers from
Black Swan. It is her third Halloween in Churchill. The
previous year she had come as Cyndi Lauper. On the way 
home from the party she was attacked by a polar bear.

‘As he was running towards me, the first thought I had
was, “Ah, he’s so cute!”,’ Erin tells me. Petite and elfin, Erin
displays no apparent injuries and retells the events with a
smile, but it was a long convalescence. ‘The bear towered
over me. I knew I was screwed. This was a bear that wanted
to kill. I’ve done a lot of reading about it just to understand
things and it says that when a bear is trying to kill someone
they’re not interested in mauling, they just want to take
your head off. That’s what he was trying to do to me.’

The animal lifted Erin five feet off the ground by her
head, while she swung punches at its face. Hearing her
screams, a neighbour ran out of his house and fought the
bear off with a shovel, sustaining serious injuries himself
in the process. The bear didn’t flee until another neighbour
got into his truck and charged it. Later that morning, Bob 
Windsor shot the animal dead.

Both Erin and Bill Ayotte, the man who saved her life,
still live in Churchill. ‘I think it’s good for people to see us,’
says Erin. ‘If you love this town, and if you enjoy this town,
you just have to keep going,’ she tells me. ‘The first one that 
I saw afterward was by the bay. I still love them, I think
they’re just a kind of magical creature, you know. They’re 

powerful, they’re beautiful. It’s hard to put into words, but
being that connected to that animal, I feel like I understand
more about animals in general and what they have to go
through, because I felt what it was like to be their prey  
and to fight for my life.’

The 2013 Halloween attack was the town’s most
serious for decades. Many people in Churchill work
hard to make sure that Erin’s terrifying experience is
never repeated. Standing in their way are the human
tendencies to be cavalier or complacent – the orange
hat phenomenon – the natural instincts of the polar bear 
and, increasingly, climate change.

A week after my conversation with Erin, winter is
palpably closer. By November 5, the wind is howling.
In the tundra beyond the town, the shallow ponds have
iced over and bears are testing the thickness with their
huge, tray-sized paws. Along the shoreline, grease ice is
forming – the slush that precedes the proper freeze – but
nothing that would support the weight of a bear. It is cold, 
but not yet cold enough.

Out at the tundra buggy lodge, I meet the chief scientist
of Polar Bears International, a man called Steven Amstrup. 
He’s studied in the Arctic all his life and tells me that,
thanks to global warming, the bears are spending on
average 30 days longer on land than they were 20 years
ago. For Churchill, that may yet extend bear season beyond 
mid-November. It will also make Bob Windsor’s job
appreciably harder. For Bob and the other residents of
Churchill, the price of prosperity is constant vigilance.

ABOVE LEFT A warning sign near the banks of Hudson Bay. ABOVE RIGHT Erin Greene survived a polar bear attack two years ago

MARCEL THEROUX is a writer, broadcaster and regular

contributor to Lonely Planet Traveller. His thriller

Strange Bodies is out in paperback (Faber & Faber, £7.99).
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Essentials

GETTING THERE
Winnipeg is the nearest big city to Churchill,

though it’s still more than 600 miles away.

Flights from the UK to Winnipeg, changing in

a Canadian or US city, are available with Air

Canada, BA, Delta, United and their partners

(from £505; delta.com). WestJet is planning

to start direct flights from London Gatwick to

Winnipeg in May 2016. Calm Air has onward

flights from Winnipeg to Churchill (from £415; 

calmair.com). Charter flights to Churchill

booked as part of tours (see information box,

right) often work out cheaper. It is possible to

travel to Churchill by train, but it takes around 

45 hours from Winnipeg.

ACCOMMODATION
Churchill’s limited number of hotel rooms

book up early in polar bear season, often a

year in advance. Polar Inn & Suites (from £100

in season; polarinn.com) andTundra Inn (from

£125 in season; tundrainn.com) both have 

motel-style rooms.

FURTHER INFO
Lonely Planet’s Canada

(£16.99) covers Churchill 

and Winnipeg in its

Manitoba chapter, which

you can download from

lonelyplanet.com (£2.99).

TOUR OPERATORS
Most polar bear enthusiasts in Churchill come as part of an organised tour. Frontiers

North Adventures (frontiersnorth.com) offers a range of trips to the area in polar

bear season, from a one-day charter flight excursion from Winnipeg (from £740)

to an 11-night tour that goes far out of town to Cape Churchill (from £5,650).

Guests head out on a tundra buggy (pictured) to see the bears, and some tours

include accommodation on the buggies, as well as in Churchill and Winnipeg.

POLAR BEAR SAFETY
Polar bears are naturally curious, and agile considering

their size. If travelling in polar bear country, you should

read detailed advice on what to do if you encounter a

bear unexpectedly. Your strategy should be different

depending on whether the bear is unaware of your

presence, curious or actually aggressive, but you should

keep movements slow except in the extreme event of

an attack, and never try to run. For more information,

do an online search for ‘you are in polar bear country’

to see the Parks Canada information leaflet (pc.gc.ca).
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Bears of the world

Not a bear

Polar bears are the most northerly of the planet’s eight bear species.
Discover more about its seven cousins, plus a couple of interlopers

Koalas (left) are marsupials, part of the

same grouping as kangaroos. Any bear-like

characteristics present in this eucalyptus-

munching Australian icon evolved separately.

Zoologists once debated whether to group

the red panda of the Himalayas (right)

with bears or raccoons, but it’s now usually

assigned to its own family, the Ailuridae.

GIANT PANDA
The bear species at greatest risk of

extinction, China’s pandas can eat meat  

but prefer nutrient-poor bamboo.

ASIATIC BLACK BEAR
Living in an arc between Iran and Japan, this

species is distinguished from its American

cousin by the paler crescent on its chest.

BROWN BEAR
Found in countries including Sweden,

Italy,Turkey, Russia and China, this

diverse species includes grizzly bears.

SLOTH BEAR
India’s shaggy sloth bears use their long claws

to dig termites out of mounds. Mothers carry

cubs on their back more than other bears do.

SPECTACLED BEAR
The only bear species native to South America

is best known in the UK as the inspiration for  

the Peruvian-born Paddington Bear.

AMERICAN BLACK BEAR
The most populous bear species (at 600,000 or

more) lives in Canada, the US and Mexico, and

also comes in brown, blond or cinnamon hues.

SUN BEAR
The smallest of the bears, these shy

creatures live in the forests of Malaysia 

and other parts of Southeast Asia.
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DISCOVERING THE
WORLD TOGETHER 

OLYMPIA, LONDON
31 OCT - 1 NOV 2015

FAMILYTRAVELSHOW.COM

THE UK’S ONLY EVENT DEDICATED 
TO FAMILY HOLIDAYS
Olympia, London 31 October - 1 November 2015

LIMITED TIME FREE TICKET OFFER! Claim your 2 free* tickets worth £24, quote ‘LPT2FREE’

Visit familytravelshow.com for full details or call 0844 209 7360
Ticket offer ends 23rd October 2015. *Booking fee of £2.50 to cover postage & packing applies. Tickets £12 on the door, under 16s free. Calls cost 10p per minute plus network extras
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Antwerp is Belgium’s second city, and its best-kept secret. Once a Renaissance

metropolis, today this fashion and design centre combines historic character

with cutting-edge creativity. Head out on two wheels, delve into the past

and sample local flavours on a weekend exploring Flanders’ unofficial capital

A N T W E R P
The Perfect Weekend
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TRAVEL ESSENTIALS Eurostar services from London start at £83 return (incl local rail transfer from Brussels).TheAntwerp City Card admits you to attractions such as the

cathedral and Rubens House, plus gives you free use of public transport and cheap bike hire (£18 for 24hrs, £23 for 48hrs; for details and more ideas, see visitantwerpen.be). 
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OnAntwerp’s peaceful left bank, Jona de

Beuckeleer points out the landmarks of the

city’s skyline across the river: the slender

cathedral, theArt Deco glamour of Europe’s

first skyscraper, the Gothic church of St Paul’s.

He’s leading the Marnix bike tour, one of four

offered by Cyclant, the company he runs with

his friend and fellowAntwerp native Nicolas.

Teachers by trade, they give an entertaining

inside track on storied spots and less-pedalled

places alike. On Marnix, for example, they take 

participants through the old town, with its

medieval houses and riverside castle, and also

the left bank and docklands.At Park Spoor

Noord, reclaimed rail tracks lead beside grassy

lawns and street art, while in multicultural

Borgerhout, the colourful arches of Chinatown

frame the grand domes ofAntwerpen-Centraal

station.Antwerp is a walkable city, but to see

some of its most interesting corners it’s best to 

make like the Belgians and saddle up.

OMarnix tour from £13; cyclant.com 

The tour
The tower of Antwerp’s

Cathedral of Our Lady

rises 123 metres high

– making it the tallest

in the Low Countries 



Eggs sizzle in the tiny kitchen where Charlotte

Koopman and Hadas Cna’ani are cooking, their

movements fast and deliberate as they stir, pour

and fry food for the eclectic crowd settling at

tables. With its concrete columns and metallic

pipes, the first floor of warehouse-turned-arts-

complex Het Bos is an industrial setting for a

resolutely home-spun occasion: the Otark

Sunday breakfast club.Today, there’s warm

Georgian flatbreads heaped with hummus,

artichoke and dukkah (an Egyptian spice mix);

aubergine jam with Romanian sheep’s cheese; 

and fried eggs with tomatoes, honey and

oregano.There’s also ice cream: fig

leaf, salted butter caramel, roasted

strawberry with white miso. Ice

cream might seem an unusual

choice for breakfast, but as

morning turns to afternoon

and an increasingly hungover

crowd spills in, nobody needs

convincing. With food this

good, it’s only right that

breakfast is a three-course meal.

OBreakfast dishes from £1.80;

otarkproductions.blogspot.co.uk

The breakfast ABOVE The coffee shop,

complete with bean

roaster, at Het Bos,

which also has a gig

venue, theatre and

exhibition spaces.

BELOW Sunny side up

eggs with tomato,

honey and oregano

ABOVE 16th-century

type blocks from

Museum Plantin-

Moretus’s collection,

which also includes

musical notes and the

Hebrew alphabet.

BELOWThe medieval

garden at the heart of

the museum, which has

been open to the public 

since 1877
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During the 16th and 17th

centuries,Antwerp was the

largest city north of theAlps.

A commercial powerhouse, it

grew rich on the spoils of the

Spanish Empire, and people came from

far and wide to make their fortune. One of

them was Christopher Plantin, a printing

pioneer whose home and headquarters lives

on as the one-of-a-kind Museum Plantin-

Moretus.A warren of beautifully preserved

rooms spread around a peaceful medieval

garden, it’s the only museum in the world that’s

listed as a World Heritage site by Unesco –

although it still feels like Plantin could walk in

at any moment.The smell of musty books and

wood polish hangs in the air of his creaking,

timber-beamed home, its walls lined with

tapestries and gilded leather wallpaper.

Treasures include early maps, a Gutenberg Bible

and paintings by his friend Rubens – while in the 

printing quarters, the collection is rarer still.

Here, there are stacks of inky letters up to the

ceiling, original font sets and, in the workshop

where printers once toiled from dawn until dusk, 

the oldest printing presses in the world.

OAdmission £6; museumplantinmoretus.be

Themuseum



It’s just turned three, and a tuneful chatter of 

bells drifts in through the open doors of Hotel

O Kathedral. Set over two historic townhouses, 

the design hotel has pride of place right opposite 

Antwerp’s medieval Cathedral of Our Lady, a 

Gothic masterpiece whose tower soars dizzily 

above the old town. Most of the 37 rooms have 

views, some with window seats to gaze out 

from, others have skylights that frame the spire. 

Inside, they pay homage to another Antwerp 

icon – the artist Rubens, with details from his 

paintings spread across walls and ceilings, their 

rich colours contrasting with the mellow blacks 

and golds of burnished walls, bathrooms and 

beds. Breakfast is held downstairs, in a softly lit 

area lined with vintage radios; at night, this 

segues into a bar serving cocktails and local 

beers. But Hotel O Kathedral is also a relaxing 

hangout during the day – grab one of the tables 

on the pavement outside and watch the world 

pass by in the cathedral square. 

O�Rooms from £65; hotelokathedral.com

The hotel 

ABOVE Details from 

paintings by Rubens 

feature across Hotel 

O’s five types of room. 

INSET The hotel’s façade 

is typical of the old 

town, whose squares 

are lined with merchant 

and guild houses 

ABOVE Mannequins

stand in the windows

of 46 Kloosterstraat,

a retro shopping den.

BELOW The street’s

shops sell everything

from vintage toys to

designer homeware

The walk
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Step into the Paleis op Meir and you’ll find a

place as lavish as you’d expect from a haunt of

Belgian kings and Napoleon Bonaparte: gilded

ceilings, paintings and glittering chandeliers –

plus a lot of chocolate.This is the unusual home

of The Chocolate Line, the second outpost of 

Bruges-based ‘shockolatier’ and tireless

experimenter Dominique de Persoone. His

inventions – all made on-site, in a kitchen with

a 19th-century stove – are a fever dream of

outlandish flavours like wasabi, lavender, and

Earl Grey; one chocolate even comes with a

tequila-filled syringe.And they taste good:

‘Miss Piggy’ somehow manages to capture the

flavour and crunch of bacon, while a sundried

tomato, basil and black olive confection mimics

pizza.Also on offer are chocolate lipstick and 

‘pills’ certain to cure a broken heart.

O£4.80 per 100g; thechocolateline.be

The chocolate

ABOVEThe ornate

interior of the Paleis

op Meir, home of

The Chocolate Line.

BELOW Flavours

include bacon, honey,

cabernet sauvignon,

chilli and samba tea

INSET The De

Koninck brewery

tour includes a

virtual spin round

Antwerp.

BELOW De

Koninck has

notes of caramel

and toffee and is

served in a

bolleke (‘bolle’

means round)

Belgium has no shortage of great beers, and

inAntwerp there’s one that’s got to be on the

menu: De Koninck.A symbol of the city, this

malty, mahogany-coloured brew was the

first beer to be made here and, while some

microbrews are just emerging, is now the last to

be produced in significant quantities locally.The

recently revamped De Koninck brewery makes

an unbeatable introduction, with a new tour

that puts the typical shuffle round a yeasty

brewing floor to shame.A hands-on look at the 

beer’s history and production, it includes a

primer on beer glasses held beneath a ceiling

glittering with them, a delivery van that hurtles

on a virtual tour of the city, and a last-chance

saloon with a self-playing piano.The final stop 

is, happily, the bar, where visitors can

sample De Koninck in its unique glass

– the chalice-like bolleke – and its

two sister beers, Wild Jo and the

potentTriple D’Anvers. If this all 

gives you the urge for an

accompanying snack,

in-house artisan producers

are on hand to advise on

pairing cheese, meat and

chocolate with Belgian beers.

OTour with tasting £9; 

dekoninck.be

The beer



The dining area of Het

Pomphuis is set above

cast-iron pumps that

could drain a dock

in two hours.

INSET Fillet of rabbit

with tomato, radish 

and lemon gel
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Head up one ofAntwerp’s taller buildings at night

and you’ll see lights glittering for miles – the

tell-tale signs of Europe’s second-largest port,

sprawling beside the River Scheldt as it curves out

to the North Sea.The city’s maritime heritage is

everywhere in Het Eilandje, the once-decrepit

docklands whose buildings now house cool clubs,

bars and restaurants like Het Pomphuis. Set in

a grand ’20s pumping house with its original

machinery intact, the towering space is packed

with diners ensconced in plush armchairs, their

conversations and clinking cutlery echoing up

to the glass roof above.They tuck into artfully

presented, seasonal dishes: the likes of goose liver

with strawberry and shallot compote, or rabbit

fillet with mozzarella, tomatoes and lemon gel,

plus marine bounty from the North Sea, including

sole, plaice and mussels.To finish, there are dainty

dessert plates laden with mini mousses, biscuits

and sorbets – perhaps with a last drink on the

restaurant’s terrace, as container ships inch by.

OMains from £16; hetpomphuis.be 

The restaurant 
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I often go to the ModeNatie 
(Fashion Nation), a historic
building that houses MoMu
fashion museum, the Renaissance 
brasserie, a bookshop and
Antwerp’s fashion school. The
exhibitions at MoMu are great, the
kind you’d expect in big cities like
London or New York, and I love 
the cosmopolitan brasserie.
Having lunch there is a treat.

The local’s tip

SOPHIE MCGRATH is our editorial assistant.

She is still working through the vintage

magazines she bought on  the Kloosterstraat.

WIM BRUYNOOGHE is a fashion designer and graduate of Antwerp’s 

fashion school. He recently opened his flagship shop in the city

(wimbruynooghe.com; storewimbruynooghe.com; momu.be).

ABOVE De Vagant

has Belgium’s largest

range of jenevers.

BELOW Filliers jenever is

twice distilled and aged

in American oak barrels

Inside DeVagant, friends chat at rough-

hewn tables, sipping from shot-glasses as

resident cat Berry purrs his way between

their legs.An old, timber-beamed house

updated with vintage liqueur posters and

low-strung lights, DeVagant is Belgium’s

leading purveyor of jenever – a historic

drink with a new-found following.A

juniper-based spirit and forerunner of gin,

it was invented here (or by the Dutch,

depending on who’s talking), but banned

from 1919 as a national vice.After its

re-emergence in 1985,Antwerpian Ronald

Ferket opened DeVagant with just a few

varieties behind the bar.Today, the pub

and adjacent shop offer more than 200,

spanning jenever’s spectrum of flavours

from vodka-like neutrals to sharp, herby

OudeAntwerpse and oaky, barrel-aged

Filliers. In summer, cocktails and ‘jeton’

(jenever G&T) are popular, as are sweet,

bright fruit jenevers like lemon and blood

orange. However lightly it may go down,

jenever packs a punch.Take your cue from 

the locals: sip, sit back and relax.

O Jenever from £1.60; devagant.be

The bar



Swooshing down a snow-covered
mountain can be exhilarating – if you’re
a first-timer, get the basics here

Skiing
Beginner’s Guide
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The view from the  

Saulire ski area between 

Courchevel and Meribel, 

with the 3,855m peak of 

Grande Casse behind



Unless you have ice-skated or rollerbladed in
the past, skiing is likely to be a completely
new experience, but get it right, and it can be
fun and addictive. As a beginner, don’t try to
organise a ski holiday yourself; put yourself
in the hands of a specialist tour operator who
can offer you a travel and accommodation
package. Tour operators often have reps in the
resort to help you through the confusion of
the first few days. Stay in a catered chalet if
you can – these are mountain houses or
apartments that offer communal dining, laid
on by the tour operator. The atmosphere is
usually upbeat and sociable, and you can pick
up advice from fellow guests and chalet staff.
Self-catered apartments can be a cheaper
alternative, though resort supermarkets are
often expensive, making the saving minimal.
It’s a good idea to book some ski lessons to
learn the basic skills and manoeuvres, such as
how to turn, slow down, stop and use the ski
lifts. Do an internet search to see if there’s an
English-speaking ski school in your resort,
and if you want to learn the ropes quickly,
consider private lessons where you’ll receive
one-to-one coaching.
HOW SAFE IS IT? Provided you book classes
with a certified ski instructor (check that
they’re affiliated with the International Ski
Instructors Association, or ISIA), you
shouldn’t have much to worry about, and it’s
unlikely you’ll be travelling fast enough to
really hurt yourself. The trouble comes if you
let yourself be dragged around the mountain
by more experienced friends once the class is
over. It’s best to stick to the nursery slopes and
practise your skiing there. Also, don’t be
lured off-piste by fresh powder and tracks
between the pine trees as there could be
boulders, deep dips and a higher risk of an
avalanche. Make sure you take out travel
insurance that covers skiing, as some
packages don’t cover winter sports. It is
highly advised that you wear a helmet; some
resorts have made it compulsory to wear one,
and many insurance companies insist on it.
DOES IT COST A FORTUNE? A skiing holiday
is rarely cheap, but it’s possible to keep costs
down by carefully selecting your resort, by
choosing a quieter period in the season
and setting yourself a daily budget for food
and drink. On top of your airfare and
accommodation, you’ll need to buy a lift pass
(around £190 in the Alps), hire ski equipment
(£80 or more for a week), and pay for lessons
(group lessons around £175 for six days).
If you’re not staying in a catered chalet, you
should also budget around £40 per day for
food and drink, more if you’re planning to go
all out on the après-ski.

How do I get started?
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The family one 
OBERGURGL, AUSTRIA
THE RESORT This traditional Alpine village 
in the Ötztal valley is set around a pretty 
church, and the restaurants, bars, ski shops 
and hotels are close together, which gives 
the resort a cosy, community feel. 
WHY GO HERE Obergurgl is a 1½-hour 
drive from Innsbruck. It has a friendly 
laid-back vibe and there’s no through 
traffic in winter, making it safer for little 
ones. There are 22 blue (easy) runs, a large 
nursery slope and an excellent ski school.

The North 
American one
BRECKENRIDGE, USA

THE RESORT The old Colorado mining town 
of Breckenridge has kept its gold-rush 
charms, from the clapboard shopfronts to 
the swing-door saloons along Main Street.
WHY GO HERE Breckenridge lies at the foot 
of the beautiful Tenmile Range, in the 
Rocky Mountains, a two-hour drive from 
Denver airport. The ski area spans five 
mountains and features some of the best 
beginner and intermediate terrain in 
Colorado, with many wide and gentle runs. 
Most accommodation is slope-side, making 
it easy to get going in the mornings.
WHEN TO GO Ski season begins in early 
November and ends in mid-April. Steer 
clear of crowds at Thanksgiving, Christmas 
and the spring break in March.
O�Crystal Ski Holidays offers a week’s stay at the 

four-star Beaver Run Resort, from £1,060pp based 

on two sharing, including flights (crystalski.co.uk). 

Lift passes start at around £280 for six days.WHEN TO GO At 1,930m, Obergurgl is one 
of the higher Alpine resorts, with snow 
pretty much guaranteed even at village 
level. It has a long season, from mid-
November through to late April, making 
an off-peak pre-Christmas or post-Easter 
trip a possibility.
O�Esprit offers family packages, staying at  

the Chalet Verwall from £2,119 per week for  

a family of four, including flights, transfers and  

food on chalet-board (espritski.com). Six days of 

ski lessons costs £190. Lift passes for adults are 

£175 for six days in off-peak season; passes are 

free for children born in 2007 or later.

Billabong 

Legend snow 

jacket (£121; 

surfdome.com)

The North Face

Mackie Hat

(£29.99;

ellis-brigham.

com)

E-Frame 

snow goggles 

(£40; oakley.

com)

Piz Buin 

Mountain 

SPF30 cream 

(£6.45; 

allbeauty.

com)

Protest 

women’s 

Kensington 

snowpants 

(£79.99; 

ski-trek.

co.uk)
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What willIneed?

Where should I go?

There’s no need to 

splash out on all the kit. 

You’ll be able to hire 

boots, skis and poles 

tailored to your size 

and ability in the resort; 

it’s rarely worth buying 

these items unless 

you’re a serious skiier, 

and transporting them 

can be a hassle too.  

It’s usually possible to 

hire a helmet as well. 

You can rent ski clothing 

in the UK, and may be 

able to borrow a jacket 

and trousers from 

friends. That said, good-

value skiwear can be 

found on online auction 

sites and discount high 

street stores.



The social one
COURCHEVEL, FRANCE
THE RESORT Courchevel is a pretty
woodland resort in Les Trois Vallées (Three
Valleys), the world’s largest ski area. It’s
made up of five distinct villages, defined by
their altitude in metres. Courchevel 1850 is
by far the most prestigious and expensive;
the lower villages are more affordable yet
still have a great range of restaurants, bars
and nightclubs.
WHY GO HERE The snow in Courchevel is
usually the best in the whole of the Trois
Vallées, owing to the north-facing aspect of
many of its slopes. There’s terrain to suit
everyone, including 54 green and blue

The unusual one
LEVI, FINLAND
THE RESORT Set on a snowy fell amid the
Arctic forest of northern Lapland, Levi is
one of Finland’s largest ski resorts. Based
around a lively village, it’s geared towards
beginners and intermediate skiers, with
lots of blue runs, plus children’s areas and
hi-tech comforts like heated chair lifts.
WHY GO HERE Lapland’s low, gentle slopes
are welcoming to learners, and skiing here is
relaxed and uncrowded. The Arctic location
also makes for quality snow and long ski
seasons – plus the chance to mix in other
thrills like husky and snowmobile safaris.
WHEN TO GO Levi’s season runs from late
October to mid-May. Mid-winter means
short days and blue light (though there are
floodlit slopes), while spring is sunnier and
more popular. Try to avoid the peak crowds
and prices of Christmas, half-term and Easter.
O Tailor-made specialists Ski Lapland offers a

week’s stay in self-catering apartments, from £799

per person including flights and transfers. Learn to

ski packages are from £265, including equipment

hire, lift pass and five lessons (ski-lapland.co.uk).

runs that are perfect for novice skiers.
The well-maintained pistes are wide and
roomy, allowing you to pick your own way
down the mountain.
WHEN TO GO Courchevel’s ski season runs
from mid-December to late April, but snow
cover tends to be at its best towards the
end of the season. March is a good month
to go, though avoid the Easter week, with
the inevitable crowds.
O Inghams offers a seven-night package from

£829 per person, including flights, transfers and

accommodation in a catered chalet hotel, with

breakfast and five-course evening meals with

wine. Their Learn To Ski package costs £359 and

includes a local lift pass, six days’ ski and boot hire

and six days of ski school (inghams.co.uk).

Dakine Heli Pack

backpack (£64.99;

chelstondirect.com) Trespass lip balm (£1.99;

gapyeartravelstore.com)

Falke

SK1

ladies’

sock

(£17.99;

millet

sports.

co.uk)

WVertex

Stretch

midlayer

fleece (£36;

hellyhansen.

com)

Superdry

Alberta

headband

(£12.99;

superdry.

com)

Black

Diamond

men’s gloves

(£16.99;

snowandrock.

com)

Bolle Clint sunglasses

(£108; ski-trek.co.uk)
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Our new collection of beautiful travel stories, carrying you 

from island-hopping in the Caribbean to safari in Africa

Available in selected

ON SALE

13
October



The budget one
PAMPOROVO, BULGARIA
THE RESORT Pamporovo is a purpose-built
village, yet its sheltered, forested setting
more than makes up for what the resort 
lacks in character. The many bars,
restaurants, shops and ski hire outlets are 
conveniently close together.
WHY GO HERE Pamporovo is almost the
southernmost ski resort in Europe, just 50
miles from the Greek Aegean, and as such
claims high average hours of sunshine. This 
combined with plenty of gentle slopes,
excellent English-speaking instructors and
super-cheap après ski (a pint of beer is £1) 
make it a great choice for beginners.
WHENTO GO The resort is open from
December to April, with significant
snowfall from January to March. Avoid
the February school half term. In contrast, 
the end of March is a quiet time to go.
O Balkan Holidays offers packages starting at

around £300pp for seven nights, based on two

people sharing a self-catering studio apartment,

and includes flights (balkanholidays.co.uk). First-

timer lift pass and ski hire packages start at £115.
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‘My boyfriend’s family was going 
skiing in Les Houches in the
French Alps and asked if we’d like
to go, too. I’d never skied but had 
always wanted to give it a try.
We stayed in a self-catered
chalet; it was like something out
of a fairytale, with icicles hanging
from the roof, a stove and fur rugs 
everywhere. My boyfriend has
skiied since he was a child, so he
said he’d teach me to save money
on lessons. At first it was pretty
daunting, but I began to get used
to falling over. Once I realised it
didn’t really hurt, my confidence
improved, and I was able to relax
and appreciate the surroundings.’

My first skiing holiday...

Imogen Ptacek enjoyed her

first trip so much she is already 

planning her next one



WORDS SARAH BARRELL

If there’s one thing that unites Italians, it’s the opinion that
their home region’s cooking beats all others. Lonely Planet has 
asked chefs from across Italy to share their favourite recipes 
for a new book – you can find four of the best right here 

from the source
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Rome’s timeless Colosseum.

OPPOSITE, CLOCKWISE FROM

TOP LEFT Chef Caterina Nason

at Osteria Acquastanca in

Venice; Pasticceria Marchesi,

Milan; Andrea Esposito and

his ice cream stand;

preparing gnocchi

dough at LaCarbonara

restaurant in Rome
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Northeast Italy: Venice Northwest Italy: Milan

Central Italy: Rome South Italy: Amalfi
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TAGLIOLINI CON SCAMPI E CARCIOFI
(Tagliolini with Venetian artichokes & scampi)
The silty waters of the Venetian Lagoon play a crucial
role in shaping the ingredients of this dish, centred around 
artichokes that grow on the island of Sant’Erasmo, the
city’s kitchen garden, where brine and breeze lend a unique
scent and flavour to these vivid violet carciofi. 

With shrimps from the Adriatic and artichokes from the Venetian
Lagoon, this is a dish formed by the sea. Fed by rivers yet flushed by
the salty water of the Adriatic, the crescent-shaped Venetian Lagoon
and its islands form a fertile breeding ground, not only for fish but
also for the vegetables grown on Sant’Erasmo, the largest of the
lagoon islands. The peas, asparagus and artichokes grown on
Sant’Erasmo are the prize of the city’s spring vegetable markets.  

It is the castraure, young baby artichokes, that garner attention;
their hearts are usually served raw with thin slices of Parmesan
and a glaze of olive oil. While purple artichokes can also be found
in Tuscany, Sardinia and Liguria, the spring-harvested carciofi
violetti di Sant’Erasmo are unique enough to have gained protected
status. This is a thistle that deserves a big fanfare. The toast of the
menu in spring at Osteria Acquastanca, artichokes are combined
with scampi (langoustine) to make a fresh contemporary pasta dish,
full of traditional, regional flavours. ‘The still water at the turn of 
the tide’ – the meaning of Acquastanca – is an apt name for a
restaurant that’s lately become something of a gastronomic refuge
in the Venetian Lagoon. Headed up by Caterina Nason, this is one
of the newest restaurants to open in Murano, the cluster of islands
best known for their venerable glass-blowing industry. There’s not  
a gaudy chandelier in sight at Acquastanca, a former bakery
revamped as a restaurant by Caterina, a self-taught chef, and her
sister-in-law, Giovanna Arcangeli. This sleek venue, all brushed
steel and concrete, is fast becoming the place to taste traditional
Venetian flavours, and learn their secrets through cooking classes.

The final turn of

Venice’s Grand Canal,

before it reaches the

wider waters of the

Venetian Lagoon

Northeast Italy: Venice
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SERVES 4

COOKING TIME 1 HOUR

1 kg (2¼lb) whole fresh scampi 

500g (17½oz) artichokes

300g (10½oz) fresh egg

tagliolini

1 clove of garlic

half a carrot

half a medium white onion 

1 small stick of celery 

2 bay leaves

1 slice of lemon

125ml (4fl oz) white wine

500ml (1pt) water for fish broth

125ml (4fl oz) water for sauce

salt and pepper to taste

extra virgin olive oil 

1 Wash the scampi, separating

them into four parts: two legs, the

head and body. Leave one or two 

whole to use as a garnish.

2 With a knife, make an incision

along the length of the body, prise

open gently and remove the black

vein with the point of the knife.

3 For the fish broth: chop the onion,

carrot and celery and place in a large 

frying pan with olive oil, the bay

leaves and the slice of lemon.

4 Cook and colour for a few

minutes, and then add the scampi

heads with some salt and freshly 

ground pepper.

5 Press the scampi heads with  

TAGLIOLINI CON SCAMPI E CARCIOFI  
a spoon to release their juices and 

add the wine to blend.

6 Add 500ml (1pt) of water and

simmer for 20 minutes. Strain the 

broth and set aside.

7 For the sauce: trim and peel

the artichokes. Remove the outer,

tougher leaves until you get to

the more tender inner part of the

artichoke. Remove the tough skin

at the bottom, as if peeling an apple,

and peel the stem, cutting it down

to about 1cm in length. Cut off the

prickly top third of the flower and 

discard.

8 Cut the artichokes into quarters

and cook in a pan with a splash of

olive oil, a roughly sliced clove of 

garlic, salt and pepper, and 125ml 

(4fl oz) of water.

9 Cover and cook for 20 minutes

or until the water has evaporated

and the artichokes are tender.

10 In a large frying pan or skillet,

put 4 tbsp of olive oil, heat, and

add a couple of ladles of scampi 

broth, then add the peeled

scampi, plus the whole ones. 

Cook for 3–4 minutes.

11 Cook the tagliolini until al

dente in a pot of boiling salted 

water.

12 Quickly combine and sauté

the scampi and artichokes, and

add to the pasta, garnishing with 

the whole scampi. 
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The Galleria Vittorio

Emmanuele II has been one

of Milan’s most prestigious

shopping addresses since  

it opened in 1877
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While this cake has numerous origin stories, the most probable hail
from Milan’s Middle Ages, when wheat was precious and people
would celebrate Christmas with tall, leavened bread rich with
candied fruit. And it was in Milan that the production of panettone 
reached a peak in the early 20th century, competition between
bakers pushing prices down and consumption of the cake up,
making it the popular Christmas centrepiece it is today. Each
December, Milanese newspapers and Italian food glossies publish
top-ten lists featuring the best spots to buy the panettone that will
crown the Christmas table. To bag the finest, you need to order
months in advance and, in fact, the city’s leading pasticcerie only
produce a limited number of panettone each festive season, made to
secret house recipes that are more closely guarded than the safes of
Milan’s palatial banks. Old-money Milanese families who have
been buying from the city’s bakers for centuries have priority for 

MAKES 3 CAKES

PREPARATION TIME 7 HOURS 

5 tbsp warm water

14g (½oz) dried ‘active’

baking yeast

500g (1lb) plain flour

125ml (4½fl oz) warm milk

125g (4½oz) caster sugar

7 eggs (4 to use whole, 3 to use

yolks only)

1 tsp vanilla extract

12 tbsp unsalted butter

325g (11½oz) mixed glacé fruit 

1 tsp lemon zest

2 tbsp orange zest

2 tbsp butter, melted 

1 tbsp cream 

TO BAKE: use 3 corrugated

cardboard panettone moulds,

or loose-bottomed cake tins

1 Make the sponge: warm a small

bowl under hot water, pour in the

warm water and sprinkle in half of

the yeast. When it has dissolved,

stir in 60g (2oz) of the flour, cover

with cling film (plastic wrap), and

let stand until it has doubled in 

size (about 30 minutes).

2 Dissolve the remaining yeast  

in 125ml of warm milk.

3 Beat the sugar, 4 whole eggs,

2 of the egg yolks and vanilla, and

stir in the milk-yeast. Add to the 

sponge and stir until well 

combined into a dough.

4 Combine the butter and

remaining flour until crumbly.

Add to the dough mixture and

beat on high speed for 3–4

minutes until the dough is

elastic and can form long

strands. Beat in the fruit and

zests, then turn the dough out

into an oiled bowl. Cover with

cling film and leave in a warm

place to rise until doubled in 

size (about 2–3hrs).

5 Fold down the paper cake

moulds to form a 7cm (3in)

cuff and grease with the

melted butter. Knead the

dough for a few minutes then

divide into three and roll each

into a ball, placing one in each 

paper mould. Place on a

baking tray about 10cm (4in)

apart and cover loosely with

cling film to rise in a warm

place for around 2 hours.

6 Heat your oven to 200˚C

(390˚F). Score an ‘X’ (for

good fortune for the coming year)

into the top of each loaf with oiled 

scissors. Combine the single

remaining egg yolk with cream and

brush the tops of the loaves lightly.

7 Place the baking tray in the

bottom half of your oven. After 10

minutes, lower the heat to 190˚C

(375˚F) and bake for another 30

minutes. Check the centre of a loaf 

PANETTONE

with a wooden skewer – if the

panettone is done, the skewer will

come out clean. Cover the top of the

loaves with foil if they brown too 

quickly. Cool on a wire rack.

Tip Panettone is traditionally a

multi-stage bake, taking a couple of

days to do. You would candy your

own fruit, use your own cultured 

dough starter (rather than dry

yeast) and leave the cake to hang

upside down for several hours, to

prevent it from caving in on itself 

and to elongate, creating its

characteristic domed shape.

This recipe is a simplified version.

It will keep for several weeks if

wrapped in cellophane and kept 

in an airtight container. 

these elite panettone. While you can go on a waiting list, someone
pretty much has to die before you will find yourself in line for their
prized bake. Milan’s Pasticceria Marchesi, a sugary landmark in the
city since 1824, always makes, if not tops, the Christmas panettone
polls, its cake baked true to Milanese tradition. Naturally leavened,
it’s made with ‘mother starter’ dough rather than yeast, proving for
over 48 hours (the recipe below uses yeast). The ingredients are, of
course, the best available in the marketplace, from butter churned
exclusively with Piemontese milk to local, free-range eggs, fragrant
sticks of vanilla and moist, candied fruit. The fact that it doesn’t use
yeast makes it perhaps a less tricky bake. But as the recipe comes
together in several stages, it is no cakewalk, either. And once done,
panettone must be baked slowly, naturally cooled to ensure it stays 
soft and fragrant. You can slice and eat it fresh, but Marchesi’s
signature is to serve it lightly toasted with a sprinkle of caster sugar.

PANETTONE
This distinctive cupola-shaped cake may have something of a regal look, but it is likely to have
modest rather than monarchical origins. Among panettone’s varied histories, some place its creation  
with the Romans, who sweetened their bread with honey.

Northwest Italy: Milan



TRAVEL  E XPERIENCED

FACE TO FACE

WITH INDIA
Cox & Kings has been organising travel to India for

generations. Our journeys encompass the whole

country from the soaring Himalaya to the exquisite

palaces and mighty forts of Rajasthan, and the

tropical beauty and ornate temples of the far south.

CLASSIC RAJASTHAN
15-DAY TOUR FROM £1,495

• Tour the sites of imperial Delhi

• Discover the glorious cities of

Jodhpur, Udaipur & Jaipur

• Marvel at the Taj Mahal in Agra

• Based in 4- & 5-star accommodation

• Small group size – maximum 26 people

To speak to an expert or request a brochure, 

call 020 3813 5247 quoting LPT
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SERVES 4

PREPARATION AND COOKING 

TIME 2 HOURS

FOR THE GNOCCHI

500g (1lb) potatoes

500g (1lb) strong white flour

plus a bit more dusting 

2 eggs

100g (3½oz) Pecorino Romano

cheese

FOR THE SUGO (SAUCE)

500g (1lb) meat from pork spare

ribs, finely diced

1 carrot

1 celery stick

1 white onion

2kg (4½lbs) peeled plum

tomatoes (canned)

125ml (4fl oz) white wine

4 tbsp extra virgin olive oil

Parmesan grated, to taste 

salt to taste 

GNOCCHICON SUGO DI SPUNTATURE 
DI MAIALE 

1 Boil or preferably steam the

potatoes until they are very soft, 

and blend or mash well.

2 Combine the flour, whisked eggs,

cheese and potato into a ball of

dough. Knead until smooth and

roll out over a floured surface into

2½cm (1in)-wide sausages. Cut at

2½cm (1in)-intervals, and use your

thumb to roll each piece over the 

tines of a floured fork.

3 Heat the oil to brown the finely

diced veggies and the meat over a

medium-high flame. Once browned,

add the white wine. When this has

evaporated, add the tomatoes,

cover and cook for at least 1 hour

over a low-medium flame, stirring 

frequently.

4 Cook the gnocchi in plenty of

boiling salted water for 4 minutes  

or until it floats to the surface.

5 Drain the gnocchi well and place

in the pan with the sauce to sauté.

6 Serve with grated Parmesan. 

‘Oh, you have to call her marescialla,’ smiles Rosi, talking about her
mother, Teresa, chef at Rome’s landmark La Carbonara restaurant.
‘She likes that. And it’s true. She controls everything. We don’t have
a freezer so she really has to be on top of our daily ordering and it’s 
no small job. We get through about 4,000 eggs a month, for
example.’ This marescialla – literally ‘marshal’ or all-powerful
matriarch – may be well into her 70s but she’s definitely in charge.
‘She’s the first in and last out,’ says Rosi. ‘She wants to make sure
our guests are taken care of to the last moment. She’s a mum to
everyone.’ In the hipster ‘hood of Monti, a stone’s throw from the
Colosseum, La Carbonara has been serving classic Roman dishes
since 1906. Teresa makes all the gnocchi by hand, from the classic
alla Romana cheesy bake to this traditional minced pork recipe
inherited from the wine-rich Piglio area of Lazio. Led by Teresa,
La Carbonara keeps to a strict, traditional Roman weekly menu:
Thursdays is gnocchi day, Friday baccalà (salt cod), and Saturday
tripe. ‘This gnocchi dish is my drug,’ says local, Francesco Ortone.
‘Nowhere has gnocchi like Teresa’s. It’s one of the few places in 
Rome where people queue before it’s even opened.’

The Trevi Fountain

has starred in many

films set in Rome,

from Roman Holiday

to La Dolce Vita

Central Italy: Rome
GNOCCHI CON SUGO DI SPUNTATURE 
DI MAIALE
(Gnocchi in a pork ribs sauce)
Thought to have originated as fuel for Roman legions
as they marched across Europe, gnocchi appear in
various shapes, sizes and textures across Italy, but are
closely associated with its capital. This dish, made by
the venerable Teresa Rossi, is only served on Thursdays
at her restaurant in Rome, and originates in her home  
region of Lazio.
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Yes! I would like to adopt a snow leopard today

Your money will support our work to

help save the snow leopard as well as

other vital conservation projects...Return to: Freepost RTGL-XRZU-HHEZ, WWF-UK, The Living Planet Centre, Brewery Road, Woking, GU21 4LL
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NOW YOU
SEE ME…

One of the world’s most elusive cats is in danger. Poaching, damage to their habitat

and a decline in their natural prey are all threats that snow leopards face.

Adoption means protection
Adopt a snow leopard from just £3 a month and help us protect this

endangered species. You’ll also discover what it takes to help stop them

disappearing. Regular feedback from conservationists working in the 

field will help foster a long-lasting interest in protecting wildlife.

We know a toy can
never replace an animal...

but it can help protect them.

The perfect gift for any animal lover – from only £3 a month
A soft and cuddly snow leopard toy.

An adoption pack with factbook, certificate, bookmarks, stickers and more.

‘My Snow Leopards’ updates and ‘Wild World’ magazine 3 times a year.
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SERVES 8

PREPARATION TIME 1½ HOURS  

FREEZING TIME 2 HOURS

1kg (2¼lb) lemons

250ml (9fl oz) water

240g (8½oz) sugar

2 egg whites (optional)

1 Peel all the lemons thinly

(capturing only the yellow part, the

white can be too astringent) and set

the peel aside. Juice all the lemons

and strain the liquid into a bowl.

2 Prepare a simple syrup: take the

water, sugar and the lemon peel and

boil in a saucepan for 5–6 minutes,

then cool completely. Strain the 

SORBETTO DI LIMONE
syrup and combine with the 

lemon juice.

3 Put the mixture into a bowl and

place in the freezer for 10 minutes.

4 Remove the mixture from the

freezer and use a whisk to break

up any ice crystals. Return to the 

freezer for 10 minutes.

5 Repeat this whisk-and-freeze

process until the sorbet has

reached the desired consistency.

This should take approximately 

two hours.

6 For a fluffier sorbet, add two

egg whites, whipped to form stiff

peaks. When the sorbet begins to

solidify, fold in the eggs carefully 

with a whisk.

SORBETTO DI LIMONE
(Lemon sorbet)
Officially known as Sfusato Amalfitano, the Amalfi Coast
lemon – large, sweet and uniquely fragrant – comes with
its own protected status. Synonymous with the clifftop
terraces on which they grow, these plump fruits are used
in everything from cakes to salads, spirits to sorbets and 
gelato: a sunny symbol of coastal Campania.

Often resembling a grapefruit in size, but with a succulent-sweet
pulp that says otherwise, the lemons from the Amalfi Coast and
the Sorrento Peninsula (by the Bay of Naples) are a serious find for
chefs. With very few pips and supremely juicy flesh, these winter-
harvested fruits, which arrived on the coast during the Crusades,
have long sweetened Campania’s cuisine, but were also grown to
protect sailors from scurvy. Today, their healing properties are
being rediscovered, with everything from the seeds to the oil in the
skin being exploited for ointments and balms. But these mellow
yellow citrus fruits are mostly known as a sweet treat, their peel
soaked in sugary alcohol to make limoncello, Italy’s definitive
holiday-happy tipple. The lemon juice is frozen with water and 
sugar to make the gelatos and sorbets that keep many of the
country’s beachfront kiosks, carts and cafés in business. Eaten as
a digestif or palate cleanser, and enjoyed as a sweet pick-me-up,
lemon sorbet is very simple to make, using water where a gelato 
recipe would use milk.

Tiny Amalfi was one

of the richest ports

in Italy more than a

thousand years ago

ITALY: FROMTHE SOURCE
Stretching from the Alpine valleys of the SouthTyrol

to the parched Mediterranean shores of Sicily, Italy is

a land that encompasses as many tastes as its varied 

geography can offer up. In Italy: From the Source

(£19.99), Lonely Planet has gathered 60 recipes from

chefs across the country, including versions of such

classic dishes as osso buco and spaghetti carbonara.

South Italy: Amalfi
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The Photographer’s Story
N I CO L A S J A N D R A IN

Shanghai
Shanghai is a city of contrasts. There’s the old Shanghai,
with its low-rise neighbourhoods and busy bazaars. It’s
a place where you can get lost, following streets that get
narrower and narrower until you end up in someone’s
house. And, on the other hand, there’s the new Shanghai,
where higher skyscrapers are built each year, and where
there are shiny shopping malls selling Gucci and Prada.
You don’t fully appreciate the contrast between the old
and the new during the day. But by night it’s a different
story: the skyscrapers are lit up – even though the offices
inside seem completely empty – while the old streets are
busier, but covered in shadows. I spent several nights
in the city, wandering around and taking photos. I felt
in some ways like this new city is a wave crashing
down over the old city, and that I was seeing old
Shanghai in its last days.

NICOLAS JANDRAIN is a Belgian freelance photographer and

videographer. He was visiting Shanghai for the second time

(nicolasjandrain.com).

In Shanghai, the markets 

are divided by different 

specialities. One street 

might sell only microwaves, 

and then the next might 

sell only shoes, or perhaps 

fish. This was a street where 

they sell kitchenware –  

it was after 10pm, so many 

of the stores were closed.  

I took a long exposure of 

two minutes to capture the 

subtlety of the light here

Nights

T H E  P H O T O G R A P H E R ’ S  S T O R Y
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MAKE IT HAPPEN

BA, China Eastern Airways 

and Virgin Atlantic fly 

direct to Shanghai Pudong 

Airport from London 

Heathrow (from £700; 

flychinaeastern.com).
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TOP LEFT Looking at the Pudong 

district, Shanghai could be a 

European or American city: it 

seems newer, shinier and more 

futuristic than Manhattan. The 

Oriental Pearl Tower is on the 

left, and you can see the World 

Financial Center, aka the ‘bottle 

opener’, on the right. I wanted  

a slightly different treatment for 

such a famous view – I like way 

the light is reflected by the cloud, 

and there’s the blur of a ferry 

passing by.

BELOW LEFT In Shanghai, 

everybody eats and drinks 

outside on the street. And it’s a 

city where, as a foreigner, you can 

find strange things on your plate, 

such as chicken heads and chicken 

feet. This chef was doing the 

washing up at his restaurant on 

Fangbang Road after the evening 

shift. I loved the way the light 

touched the smoke.

BELOW MIDDLE What strikes you 

when you arrive in Shanghai is the 

sheer density of people living 

here; how everyone lives in such 

close proximity. I like the way you 

can see people’s lives through 

these little windows. At the same 

time, I find it interesting that 

these windows have no view of 

the modern city behind. 

BELOW RIGHT In Shanghai, some 

people still use tricycles to move 

things around. This guy was 

collecting cardboard to sell it on 

– he’s cycling through the Yuyuan 

Bazaar district, which is one of the 

city’s main tourist sites.
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From your
magazine  
to your
pocket… TEAR

the guide out

along the

perforations…

FOLD
the guide along

the first dotted lines…

FOLD
again to

make a handy

pocket-size guide.

1 2 3

Mini Guides
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Hidden
London

MINI GUIDE

Immersed in history, with secret passageways

and hidden basements, our capital is home to

underground bars, abandoned wildernesses 

and squirrelled away museums. 

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS

Eating and drinking

Entertainment

Sights

Bocca di Lupo’s radish, celeriac,
pomegranate and pecorino salad 

Pollock’sToy Museum resembles
a traditional Victorian toy shop

Everyone in character for Secret
Cinema’s screening of Grease

SECRET CINEMA
Secret Cinema arranges films

and cultural events in often

abandoned locations that aren’t

disclosed to guests until the day

of screening, creating a sense of

mystery and adventure. You

could find yourself watching

Blade Runner in a warehouse,

Grease in a cemetery, or a

five-hour interactive homage

to Star Wars (secretcinema.org; 

tickets from £50).

SUPPER CLUBS
Half restaurant, half dinner party,

supper clubs combine the quality

of the former with the informality

of the latter.These underground

clubs are rarely permanent but an

excellent directory has been set

up by Ms Marmite, a supper club

host herself. Her popular themed

suppers range from a historic

afternoon tea at Dennis Severs’

House to a feast of edible flowers

(supperclubfangroup.ning.com;

from £40 for three courses).

CAFÉ OTO
One of London’s most

idiosyncratic and interesting

music venues, Café Oto is set in

a converted print warehouse and

dedicates itself to promoting

experimental and alternative

international musicians. You’ll

find lots of Japanese stars of

experimental, jazz and pop

music, as well as legendary

1960s folk and rock stars

(cafeoto.co.uk; 18–22 Ashwin St; 

8pm–12.30am; from £6).

HAPPINESS FORGETS
This low-lit, basement bar, found 

at the bottom of a discreet

stairwell beneath Ruby Café,

promises ‘mixed drinks and

mischief’. You’ll certainly find

good-value high-end cocktails

in a relaxed and intimate setting.

Booking is recommended, though

they do keep some tables free for

walk-in customers (happiness

forgets.com; 8–9 Hoxton Sq;

5pm–11pm; cocktails £8.50).

PURL
A ‘speakeasy and purveyor of fine

berverages’, Purl is a fabulous

underground drinking den. Decked

out in vintage furniture, it serves

original and intriguingly named

cocktails (What’sYour Poison? or

Mr Hyde’s No 2) and a punch of

the day. It’s all subdued lighting

and hushed-tone conversations,

which only adds to the mysterious

air. Booking recommended

(purl-london.com; 50–54

Blandford St; 5pm–11.30pm

Mon–Thu, until 12am Fri & Sat; 

cocktails around £10).

BOCCA DI LUPO
Hidden in a dark Soho backstreet,

Bocca di Lupo radiates elegant

sophistication. The menu has

dishes from across Italy (and

informs you which region they’re

from), and every main course can 

be ordered as a large or small

portion. There’s a good choice

of Italian wines and fantastic

desserts. It’s often full, so make

sure to book (boccadilupo.com; 

12 Archer St; 12.30–3pm &

5.30–11pm Mon–Sat, 12.15–

3.15pm & 5.15–9.30pm Sun; 

mains from £8).

POLLOCK’S TOY 
MUSEUM
Aimed at adults as much as kids,

this museum is simultaneously

creepy and mesmerising. Rickety

narrow staircases are home to

displays of mechanical toys,

puppets and framed dolls from

around the world. Upstairs is a

collection of toy theatres, as well

as tin toys, teddy bears and dolls

(pollockstoys.com; 1 Scala St;

10am–5pm Mon–Sat; £6).

CHURCHILL WAR 
ROOMS
InAugust 1939, the British cabinet

and chiefs of the armed forces

moved underground into a

converted basement below what 

is now theTreasury. Winston

Churchill coordinated theAllied

resistance against Nazi Germany

from this underground military

HQ, and it remains much as it was

during WWII (iwm.org.uk; Clive

Steps, King Charles St; 9.30am–

6pm; £18).

ABNEY PARK 
CEMETERY
This enchanting place was a

dissenters’ cemetery and many

of the most influential Quakers,

Presbyterians and Baptists are

buried here. It’s now a managed

wilderness, providing a habitat for

birds and butterflies, while the

derelict chapel at its centre could 

be right out of a horror film

(abneypark.org; Stoke Newington

Church St; 8am–dusk; free tours 

2pm first Sunday of month).

Purl evokes the

Prohibition era
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MINI GUIDE
Hidden London

A cut above your average pub

hotel, the 34-room Sanctuary

House Hotel lives up to its name.

The style is cosy country cottage 

and some of the refurbished

superior rooms have four-poster

beds (sanctuaryhousehotel.co.uk; 

33Tothill Street; from £172).

The London Edition combines

old and new details perfectly.

The 173 wood-panelled rooms

showcase faux-fur throws and 

portraits of artist Hendrik

Kerstens’ daughter Paula

(editionhotels.com; 10 Berners 

Street; from £275). 

TRANSPORT
Aer Lingus, BA, easyJet, Flybe and 

Ryanair fly to London’s five

airports from many UK cities

(Edinburgh to Gatwick from £85;

easyjet.com). Each airport is well 

serviced with trains, tubes or

buses, taking you to the centre of

town. London is linked to major

cities by train and bus: Manchester

to London by bus takes around 4

hours (from £11; nationalexpress.

com). Public transport in London

is excellent, if expensive: travel

with an Oyster card (zone 1 single

£2.30, rather than £4.80). Or hire

Santander Cycles (£2 access fee,

first half-hour is free, £2 for every

half-hour after that) or explore the 

city by foot. See tfl.gov.uk.

WHERE TO STAY
Stylotel is a 40-room niche

hotel in Paddington with crisp

industrial design. Elbow room is at

a premium: ‘stylorooms’ are small,

but there are eight more spacious

‘stylosuites’ above the Sussex

Arms (stylotel.com; 160 Sussex

Gardens, Paddington; from £70).

LONDON’S
UNDERGROUND RIVERS
OSome of London’s rivers

survive only in place names:

the Hole Bourne,Wells,Tyburn, 

Walbrook andWestbourne,

which was dammed in 1730  

to form the Serpentine.

OThe most famous of all, the

Fleet, rises in Hampstead and

Kenwood ponds and flows

south through CamdenTown,

King’s Cross, Farringdon Rd and

New Bridge St, where it empties

into theThames at Blackfriars

Bridge. After the Great Fire,

ChristopherWren oversaw the

deepening and widening of the

Fleet into a canal, but this was

covered over in 1733 and the

rest of the river 30 years later.

OThe RiverWestbourne flows

secretly through a steel conduit

above the platform of Sloane

Square tube station on its 

journey to

join the

River

Thames. 

London essentials

An Ingo Maurer pendulum hangs
in the lobby bar at London Edition

The know-how

 Drinking  Entertainment  Sights  Eating  Sleeping
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FURTHER READING
Lonely Planet’s London

(£14.99) is a full guide to the

city, and chapters of the book 

can be downloaded at

lonelyplanet.com (£2.99),

while Pocket London (£7.99) 

is ideal for short breaks.

Hidden-london.com exposes

the city’s ‘minor districts and

localities’ to the light of day, 

while Secret London: An

UnusualGuide (£10.99;

jonglez) is written by

Londoners and features

attractions off the well-

trodden tourist path.
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Fold 1

Alternative 
Paris

MINI GUIDE

Paris basks in its reputation as a glittering

capital of fashion, art and culture – but its

more unconventional sights and activities 

can be equally beguiling.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS

Activities

Sights

Eating

Le Grand Rex opened in 1932,
and seats 2,650 in its main screen

A varied teatime assortment at 
out-of-the-way Le Bal Café

Rue Dénoyez, in Belleville, is
short but endlessly colourful

MUSÉE DES ÉGOUTS
For a whiffier side to the city, take

the steep staircase down to the

500m of odoriferous tunnels in

this working sewer museum,

where walkways are suspended

directly above the city’s foaming

innards. Exhibits cover the sewers’ 

development, and also their

resident rats (parisinfo.com; Pont

de l’Alma, facing 93 quai d’Orsay;

11am–5pm Sat–Wed, to 6pm 

May–Sep; £3.20).

LA CONCIERGERIE
A royal palace in the 14th century,

the Conciergerie later became a

prison. During the Reign ofTerror

(1793–94) alleged enemies of the

Revolution were incarcerated here

before being brought before

a tribunal, and usually on to the

guillotine.A cut above the usual

rat-infested chambers were Marie

Antoinette’s prison quarters,

now displayed with mannequins

(monuments-nationaux.fr; 2 bd

du Palais; 9.30am–6pm; £6.50).

STREET ART
Head to rue Dénoyez, in the

Belleville district, to see some of

Paris’s most dazzling street art.

Everything on the small street,

from litter bins and flower pots to

lamp posts and window shutters,

is covered in colourful graffiti.The

artists’ workshops that pepper the

street may soon be on the way

out, however, as the municipality

has earmarked rue Dénoyez for

new subsidised housing. See it 

before it changes.

HIDDEN OASIS
Head to the marble sculpture

dedicated to authorAlfred de

Musset on avenue Franklin D

Roosevelt by the Grand Palais,

and descend the rustic, uneven

staircases to the tiny Jardin de la

Nouvelle France.This unexpected

wonderland of lilacs and lemon,

orange, maple and weeping beech

trees has a wildlife-filled pond,

waterfall and benches to soak up 

the serenity (free access).

SECRET SHOPPING
Some of the sweetest boutique

shopping in the historic Marais

quarter is secreted down peaceful

alleyways and courtyards, free of

cars, as they were centuries ago.

Take rue duTrésor, for example, a

dead-end passage off rueVieille

duTemple, encrusted with an

exclusive handful of shops such

asTrésor By Brigitte Masson at

number 6, a bohemian boutique 

with catchy salmon-orange

façade strung with old-fashioned

fairy lights and fresh, individual 

women’s fashion inside.

BACKSTAGE AT THE 
FLICKS
A trip toArt Deco cinematic icon

Le Grand Rex is like no other trip

to the flicks. Screenings aside, the

cinema runs 50-minute behind-

the-scenes tours (with English

soundtracks available) during

which visitors are whisked right up

behind the giant screen, explore

a soundstage and get to have fun

in a recording studio, with lots of

whizz-bang special effects along

the way (legrandrex.com; 1 bd

Poissonnière; tours 10am–6pm 

Wed–Sun; £8). 

LE BAL CAFÉ
Off avenue de Clichy in a less-

touristed corner of Montmartre,

the Bal is a café attached to a

photography gallery. It’s a popular

spot for brunch as well as for tea

and coffee, with a menu that leans

unusually towards British dishes

such as kedgeree, or beef and

Guinness pie (le-bal.fr; 6 impasse

de la Défense; noon–10pm Wed–

Fri, 11am–11pm Sat, 11am–7pm

Sun; brunch dishes around £10).

SEMILLA
Stark concrete, exposed pipes and

an open kitchen, in front of which 

you can book front-row ‘chef

seats’, set the factory-style scene

for edgy, modern, daily changing

dishes such as pork spare ribs with

sweet potato and cinnamon,

mushrooms in hazelnut butter

and trout with passionfruit and

ginger. Desserts are outstanding.

Be sure to book (facebook.com/

semillaParis; 54 rue de Seine;

12.30pm–11pm; mains from £11).

MOSQUÉE DE PARIS
Dig into one of 10 varieties of

couscous or choose a heaping

tajine or meaty grill at this richly

decorated, authentic-as-it-gets

NorthAfrican restaurant tucked

within the city’s 1920s mosque.

You can also sip mint tea and

nibble on sweet pastries in the

courtyard tearoom, and there’s

even an attached hammam

(restaurantauxportesdelorient.

com; 39 rue Saint-Hilaire; noon–

midnight; couscous from £10).

The medieval turrets of

the Conciergerie behind

the Pont au Change
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MINI GUIDE
Alternative Paris

Playful rooms, each decorated

by a different team of artists or

designers, await those who secure

a reservation at Edgar Hotel, off

a tree-shaded square. Breakfast is

served in the popular downstairs

restaurant (edgarhotel.com; 31

rue d’Alexandrie; from £135).

Just two blocks back from the

Arc deTriomphe, The Hidden

Hotel is serene and reasonably

spacious, with green credentials

too. Rooms feature handmade

wooden furniture and stone

basins (hidden-hotel.com; 8 rue

de l’Arc de Triomphe; from £145).

TRANSPORT
Airlines includingAir France, BA,

Bmi Regional, CityJet, easyJet,

Flybe and Jet2 fly to Paris’s Charles

de Gaulle and Orly airports from

most major UK cities (from £85;

easyjet.com). Ryanair flies to

Paris-Beauvais, some 45 miles

out, from Manchester.Travel from

the airports into the city using RER

commuter trains, the Roissybus or

Orlybus express bus services, or

the Beauvais shuttle bus. Eurostar

trains connect London St Pancras

with Paris Gare du Nord in under

2½ hours (from £64; eurostar.

com).A single metro ticket costs

£1.30, or £10.30 for a booklet of

10, with various other passes 

available (ratp.fr).

WHERE TO STAY
A former car park transformed

by über-designer Philippe Starck,

Mama Shelter offers great-value

rooms, a rooftop terrace and a

pizzeria, close to the renowned

Père-Lachaise cemetery, if not the

centre (mamashelter.com; 109

rue de Bagnolet; from £105). 

THE CITY’S BUSKERS
Paris’s gaggle of street

entertainers can be loads of

fun. Some excellent musicians 

perform in the echo-filled

corridors of the metro, a highly 

prized privilege that artists

audition for. Outside, you can 

be sure of a good show at:

OPl Georges Pompidou, 4e

The square outside the Centre

Pompidou attracts buskers,

jugglers and mime artists.

OPont St-Louis, 4e The bridge

linking Paris’s two main islands

– enjoy with a Berthillon ice 

cream in hand.

OPlace Joachim du Bellay, 1er

Musicians and fire-eaters near

the Fontaine des Innocents.

OParc de la Villette, 19e

African drummers

at the weekend.

OPlace du

Tertre, 18e

Montmartre’s

main square 

is a busy

busker

stage.

Paris essentials

The Edgar Hotel’s quirky Dream 
room, and its two designers

The know-how
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FURTHER READING
Lonely Planet’s Pocket Paris

(£7.99) gives a good insight

into the city, while Paris 

(£12.99) has more

information. Secrets of Paris

has loads of resources and

reviews to help plan your

trip secretsofparis.com.

French writer Colette

(1873–1954) liked to tweak

the nose of conventionally

moral readers – read Secrets

of the Flesh: a Life of Colette 

by Judith Thurman

(Bloomsbury; £22) for

a fascinating insight.
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Budget
Vienna

MINI GUIDE

Vienna is a remarkably active city in winter,

the main arts and performance season. Avoid

tourist traps and you can make the most out 

of the Austrian capital, even on the cheap.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS

Entertainment

Museums and galleries

Eating

Sip coffee in the evening to piano
accompaniment at Café Central

Head to the Albertinaplatz for
a quick bite in the small hours

Stefan Sagmeister’s The Happy 
Show, at a MAK exhibition

DOROTHEUM
The sensational Dorotheum is

among the largest auction houses

in Europe and for the casual visitor

it’s more like a museum than an

auction space, housing everything

from vintage toys and tableware

to autographs, antique guns and,

above all, lots of quality paintings.

Auctions take place almost daily

(dorotheum.com; Dorotheergasse 

17; 10am–6pm Mon–Fri,

9am–5pm Sat; free entry).

MAK
The Museum fürAngewandte

Kunst is devoted to craftsmanship

and art forms in everyday life.

Each exhibition room showcases a

different style, from Renaissance

to the distinctive metalwork of the

20th-century Wiener Werkstätte.

Be sure to see Klimt’s studies for

his mosaic frieze at Brussels’ Palais

Stoclet (mak.at; Stubenring 5;

10am–6pm Wed–Sun, to 10pm

Tue, tours in English noon Sun;

£7.50, free 6pm–10pm Tue).

DÖW
Housed in theAltes Rathaus (Old

Town Hall), the Documentation

Centre of theAustrian Resistance

has a disturbing but worthwhile

exhibition about the little-known

Austrian anti-fascist movements

during the Nazi regime. Some

2,700 members of the resistance

were executed, and thousands

more sent to concentration camps

(doew.at; Wipplingerstrasse 8;

9am–5pm Mon–Wed & Fri, until 

7pm Thu; free).

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Among the best culture deals are

the standing-room tickets at the

city’s stately 19th-century concert 

halls. At the lavish Staatsoper

standing room tickets are sold 80

minutes before the performance,

for around £3 (wiener-staatsoper.

at; Operngasse). Or book ahead

for standing room tickets (£3.50)

to see philharmonic performances

in the Musikverein’s lavishly gilded 

Grosser Saal (musikverein.at).

VIENNA BOYS’ CHOIR
With roots going back over 500

years, theVienna Boys’ Choir is

the most famous of its type in the

world.The most formal occasions

are held in the Burgkapelle (Royal

Chapel) in the Hofburg palace,

where the choir sings at Sunday

mass, but performances at other

venues might range from pop

through to world music.Tickets

for mass at the Burgkapelle are £7

for seats without a stage view, and

there are a few standing places for

free if you queue before 8.30am 

(wienersaengerknaben.at).

CAFÉ CENTRAL
This grand coffee house has a rich

history:Trotsky came here to play

chess, and turn-of-the-century

literary greats such as Karl Kraus

and Hermann Bahr regularly met

here. Its impressive interior of

marble pillars, arched ceilings

and glittering chandeliers is a

decadent setting for a slice of

chocolate-truffle Altenbergtorte,

and there’s free live piano music 

from 5pm (palaisevents.at;

Herrengasse 14; 7.30am–10pm

Mon–Sat, 10am–10pm Sun; large 

coffee from £3.30).

GASTHAUS WILD
Want to eat out for less than €10?

Make lunch your main meal of the

day, as many places offer a cheap

two-course midday menu.This

neo-Beisl (bistro pub) has a wood-

panelled interior and relaxed vibe. 

The regularly changing menu

includes favourites such as

goulash, and schnitzel with potato 

salad (gasthaus-wild.at;

Radetzkyplatz 1; 9am–1am;

two-course lunch from £5.50).

NASCHMARKT DELI
The massive Naschmarkt,

Vienna’s food market, stretches

along Linke Wienzeile, selling an

array of foodstuff from around the

world.Among the enticing stands

here, Naschmarkt Deli has an

edge thanks to its delicious snacks.

Sandwiches, falafel, chunky lentil

soups and wide-ranging breakfasts

also help bring in the punters

(naschmarkt-deli.at; Naschmarkt

stand 421–436; 7am–midnight 

Mon–Sat; bagels from £4). 

BITZINGER
WÜRSTELSTAND
After a night out, hungryViennese

gravitate towards one of the city’s

many sausage stands.This one,

located onAlbertinaplatz behind

the opera house, is one of the

best.A fistful of change buys you

a spicy Bosna hot dog or a cheesy

Käsekrainer sausage, and your

dining companions may well be

dressed to the nines (bitzinger-

wien.at;Albertinaplatz; 8am–

4am; sausages from £2.40).

The Wiener Staatsoper

(Vienna State Opera)
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MINI GUIDE
Budget Vienna

Rooms at the pleasant little

Schweizer Pension don’t have

the most up-to-date amenities

but everything you find inside,

from big beds to ornamental

ceramic stoves, has a homely feel 

(schweizerpension.com;

Heinrichsgasse 2; from £65).

Roll up, roll up… the high-rise

25hoursHotel has a circus theme,

though no performing elephants.

Rooms are decked out in bold

colours, with big-top-style murals

and pod-shaped rugs (25hours-

hotels.com; Lerchenfelder Strasse 

1–3; from £90).

TRANSPORT
AustrianAirlines, BA, easyJet and

Jet2 fly toVienna from most of the

big UK airports (from £95; easyjet.

com).The CityAirportTrain runs

half-hourly, taking 16 minutes

(£12.50 return; cityairporttrain.

com), while the S7 suburban train

(£3.20 one-way) takes 25 minutes

to Wien Mitte station.A taxi costs

around £30–£40.The U-Bahn

(subway) is a quick, efficient and

inexpensive way of getting

around; the tram network, while

slower, is ideal for viewing the city

on the cheap and there’s also a

City Bike programme.A single

ticket (for U-bahn, tram or bus)

costs £1.60, while a day pass costs 

£5.60 (wienerlinien.at).

WHERE TO STAY
Hotel Drei Kronen is one

ofVienna’s best-kept secrets.

Touches such as shiny marble,

white-and-gold wallpaper and

Art Nouveau-style furniture are

distinctlyViennese, but a casual

feel prevails (adler-hotels-wien.at;

Schleifmühlgasse 25; from £60).

CHRISTMAS MARKETS
InVienna, the

traditional

market is

alive and

kicking,

especially

at Christmas.

See wien.info for

dates and times for

the following and more.

ORathausplatz An atmospheric

market outside the neo-Gothic

Rathaus (Town Hall), this has a

whopper of a tree, 150 stalls

and kid-pleasing activities.

OSchönbrunn Shop for

nutcrackers, crib figurines and

puppets in the courtyard of the

old imperial summer palace in 

Vienna’s western suburbs.

OSpittelbergThe cobbled lanes

of this quarter set the scene for

a Christmas market, beloved of 

Viennese, where stalls sell 

quality arts and crafts.

OAltwiener Markt Choirs,

puppet shows and storytelling

evoke an old-world feel at this 

market on Freyung.

Vienna essentials

25hoursHotel stands right by
the city’s Museum Quarter

The know-how
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FURTHER READING
Lonely Planet’s Vienna

(£13.99) is a comprehensive

guide to the city, with more

ideas for how to see it on

the cheap. Spottedbylocals.

com/vienna has up-to-the-

minute recommendations

written by locals. The Road 

into the Open by Arthur

Schnitzler (1862–1931) is

the story of an affair, set in

Vienna, with insights into 

Viennese society and

culture in the early 20th

century (£22; University of 

California Press).
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Fold 1

Weekend
in Tallinn

MINI GUIDE

Embark on a medieval quest for atmospheric

restaurants and hidden bars in the history-

saturated lanes of Estonia’s capital, one of 

Europe’s most beguiling walled cities.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS

Saturday

Friday evening

Sunday

Multicoloured house line Pikk
(long) street in the Old Town

NOP (Neighbourhood Organic
Place) uses mostly local produce

Gloria Wine Cellar is built into 
the city’s medieval walls

ST OLAF’S CHURCH
Once the world’s tallest building,

the Oleviste Church is a great

place to start as there’s a superb

observation deck, halfway up its

124m structure, with views of the

OldTown.The church is dedicated

to the 11th-century King Olaf II

of Norway, but linked in local

lore with another Olaf, the

church’s architect who fell to his

death from its tower (oleviste.ee;

Lai 50; 10am–6pm; tower £1.40). 

TCHAIKOVSKY
Put on your finest and head

to Tchaikovsky, located in a

glassed-in pavilion at the heart

of Hotel Telegraaf. It offers a

dazzling tableau of blinged-up

chandeliers, gilt frames and

greenery. Service is formal and

faultless, as is the classic Franco-

Russian menu, all accompanied

by live chamber music (telegraaf

hotel.com; Vene 9; 12pm–3pm &

6pm–11pm Mon–Fri, 1pm–11pm

Sat & Sun; mains from £11).

GLORIA WINE CELLAR
Finish up at the hidden depths

of Gloria Wine Cellar. Via a side

entrance, turn left down the

passage and a magical wine bar

appears within the subterranean

nooks and crannies. The dark

wood, antique furnishings and

flickering candles add to the

allure, but the best part is that you

can avail yourself of any of the

bottles in the shop for a modest

corkage rate (gloria.ee; Müürivahe 

2; noon–11pm Mon–Sat).

EXPLORE THE OLD 
TOWN
Discover meandering medieval

streets on a self-guided audio

tour that follows a 41-stop route,

listening to historic anecdotes

along the way (audioguide.ee;

£7). Or take the two-hour Old

Town Walking Tour from Tallinn

Traveller Info, which covers

St Nicholas Church, Town Hall

Square, Parliament Building and

the city wall (traveller.ee; £11).

ESTONIAN HISTORY 
MUSEUM
The striking 1410 Great Guild

building has been filled with

ruminations on the Estonian

psyche, presented through

interactive and unusual displays.

The major exhibition, Spirit of

Survival: 11,000 Years of Estonian

History, poses such pointed

questions as ‘Is Estonia the

world’s most secular country?’

and ‘Have Estonians been happy

in their own land?’ (ajaloo

muuseum.ee; Pikk 17; 10am–6pm,

closed Wed Sep–Apr; £3.50). 

SFÄÄR
Sfäär delivers an inventive menu

highlighting the best Estonian

produce in a warehouse-style

setting that’s like something out

of a Nordic design catalogue.

Expect the likes of slow-cooked

veal with daikon radish, roasted

almond potatoes and celeriac

cream or, if you just fancy a

tipple, the cocktail and wine

list won’t disappoint (sfaar.ee; 

Mere pst 6e; 8am–10pm

Mon–Wed, to midnightThu & Fri,

10am–midnight Sat, 10am–10pm 

Sun; mains from £9).

NOP
This deli-café is stocked with

organic groceries and hard-to-

find produce, while the charming

café has white walls, wooden

floors and a kids’ corner. Menu

highlights are cooked breakfasts,

soups, salads and wraps – you

can’t go wrong with the poached 

eggs with smoked trout and

avocado (blog.nop.ee; J Köleri 1;

8am–10pm Mon–Fri, 9am–9pm 

Sat–Sun; mains from £4).

KADRIORG PARK
This beautiful park’s ample

acreage is Tallinn’s favourite

patch of green. Together with

the Baroque Kadriorg Palace, it

was commissioned by Peter the

Great for his wife Catherine I.

Nowadays the oak, lilac and

horse chestnut trees provide

shelter, the formal gardens and

pond a genteel backdrop for

romantic promenades and photo

opportunities. Don’t miss the

park’s numerous museums...

KADRIORG ART 
MUSEUM
Kadriorg Palace houses a branch 

of the Estonian Art Museum

devoted to Dutch, German and

Italian paintings from the 16th–

18th centuries, and Russian works

from the 18th–20th centuries –

look for the decorative porcelain 

with Communist imagery

upstairs (kadriorumuuseum.ee;

Weizenbergi 37; 10am–5pm Tue

&Thu–Sun, to 8pmWed May–Sep,

closed Mon & Tue Oct–Apr; £4).

Tallinn’s 1404 Town Hall, with its

Old Thomas weather vane
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MINI GUIDE
Weekend in Tallinn

A cluster of 14th-century

buildings in the Old Town has

been transformed into Olevi

Residents hotel. Some rooms

have original wooden beams,

arches and fireplaces. All have

modern, spacious bathrooms

(olevi.ee; Olevimägi 4; from £41).

The 13th- and 14th-century

buildings of Schlössle comprise

characterful rooms with wrought-

iron fixings, frescos, a peaceful

inner courtyard café, and award-

winning restaurant and wine

cellar (schloesslehotel.com;

Pühavaimu 13/15; from £115).

TRANSPORT
EasyJet flies direct from London

Gatwick to Tallinn (from £97;

easyjet.com), while Ryanair flies 

direct from Manchester and

Stansted (from £90; ryanair.

com). Tallinn airport is just 2½

miles southeast of the Old Town;

you can get a taxi (ask the driver

in advance for the fare as they

set their own rates – it should

cost no more than €10), take

a shuttle bus (book in advance

or go to the airport’s customer-

service desk and expect to

pay about £4) or get bus

number 2 (peatus.ee) from

bus stop number 1 (£1.35 from 

the driver, cheaper tickets 

available at a kiosk).

WHERE TO STAY
City Hotel Tallinn has smart,

modern rooms offered at good

prices. Reception is in sister hotel 

Von Stackelberg, a few doors

away, where you can also have a

€10 buffet breakfast. Daily room

cleaning is €10 extra (uniquecity

hotel.com; Paldiski 3; from £22).

SOUVENIR SHOPPING
You’ll be tripping over

käsitöö (handicraft) stores

in the Old Town. Estonian-

made souvenirs include linen,

knitwear, leather-bound

books, jewellery (particularly

amber), stained glass and

objects carved from limestone

or from juniper wood.

There are plenty of antique

stores, selling anything from

objets d’art to Soviet-era

nostalgia (below) – arguably

the best place for the latter

is Train Station Market.

Sadama Turg is a newish

market that showcases the

best of Estonian produce: fish,

meat, cheese, berries, sweets

and pastries. There’s also a

branch of GoodKaarma here,

for organic soap, plus an

excellent handicrafts store.

If you’re stuck for ideas,

go for a bottle of Vana

Tallinn liqueur.

Tallinn essentials

A junior suite in the five-star, 
23-room Schlössle hotel

The know-how

  Tours  Drinking  Sights  Eating  Sleeping
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FURTHER READING
Lonely Planet’s Estonia,

Latvia & Lithuania (£15.99)

has plenty of information

on Tallinn, including a

suggested walk around

the Old Town. You can

download the Estonia

chapter at lonelyplanet.com

(£2.99). Tallinn’s best

listings guide is Tallinn in

Your Pocket (inyourpocket.

com). For a critique of

modern Estonian values,

readTõnu Õnnepalu’s Border

State (£13.95; Northwestern 

University Press).
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Eating in
Buenos Aires

MINI GUIDE

With its fine art of barbecuing hunks of meat, 

Italian heritage, ethnic treats and five-star

contemporary dining, BuenosAires guarantees 

everyone will eat well, whatever the budget.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS 

Mid-range

Budget

Splash out

Weekend brunch at Malvón is  
a meal to linger over

Chefs at Elena, one of Latin
America’s 50 best restauraunts

Hearty cuisine at great-value 
restaurant Chan Chan

RODI BAR
This traditional corner restaurant

with fine old-world atmosphere

is an institution in the Recoleta

neighbourhood. The menu is

unpretensious and extensive, 

and offers something for

everyone, from inexpensive

combo plates to relatively

unusual speciality dishes, such  

as marinated beef tongue

(Vicente López 1900; mains

from £3.50; 7am–1am daily).

CHAN CHAN
Thanks to fair prices and quick

service, this colourful Peruvian

joint in the Congreso area is

jam-packed at lunchtime with

office workers devouring plates of

ceviche (seafood cured in citrus)

and ajiaco de conejo (rabbit and

potato stew).Also worth trying is

the arroz chaufa (Peruvian fried

rice), washed down with a tangy

pisco sour (HipólitoYrigoyen 1390;

12pm–4pm & 8pm–midnight

Tue–Sun; mains from £2.50).

CUMANÁ
To sampleArgentina’s regional

cuisine, check out this colourful,

budget-friendly eatery with huge

windows and an old-fashioned

adobe oven. Cumaná specialises

in delicious cazuela: stews of corn,

squash, eggplant, potatoes and

meat.Also popular are the locro

(a traditional pumpkin and bean

stew), empanadas and humita

(creamed corn). Come early

(Rodríguez Peña 1149; noon–4pm

& 8pm–1am; mains from £3).

LAS PIZARRAS
At this simple yet excellent

restaurant in Palermo Viejo,

Chef Rodrigo Castilla cooks up

a changing rainbow of creative

dishes, such as grilled venison or

rabbit stuffed with cherries and

pistachios. Simpler dishes include

asparagus and mushroom risotto

and homemade pasta with sauce

(laspizarrasbistro.com;Thames

2296; 8pm–midnight Tue–Sun; 

mains from £5).

ASTOR
French-trained chef Antonio

Soriano presides over the kitchen

at this contemporary restaurant

in a residential neighbourhood.

The few main dishes change

weekly but are always delicious 

and beautifully presented,

accented with edible flowers.

The bar offers a view of the open

kitchen, while the tasting menu

is an indulgent nine courses

(astorbistro.com; Ciudad de

la Paz 353; 12.30pm–3.30pm

Mon–Fri, 8pm–midnight Tue–

Sat; mains from £5.60).

MALVÓN
Famous for its US-style weekend

brunch, which features pancakes,

French toast and eggs Benedict,

Malvón is an old-style eatery

with a wonderfully rustic yet

upscale atmosphere.The gourmet 

sandwiches are delicious, but

there are also great bagels,

burgers, tapas and baked treats

on offer, such as scones, muffins

and pecan pie. Expect to wait

for a table at the weekend

(malvonba.com.ar; Serrano

789; 8am–8.30pm; brunch 

mains from £9).

ELENA
If you’re looking for a splurge night 

out, Elena, located in the Four

Seasons Hotel in Retiro, is the

place to come for cocktails, superb

dishes and five-star service. Order 

the dry-aged rib-eye steak or

seared prawns with charred baby

fennel for something really special

(elenaponyline.com; Four Seasons

Hotel, Posadas 1086; 7am–11am,

12.30pm–3.30pm & 7.30pm–

12.30am; mains from £14).

UNIK
Sample contemporary, highly

sophisticated dishes such as an

appetiser of roasted beets with

goat’s cheese and a walnut-truffle

vinaigrette, and mains such as

rabbit with eggplant purée,

suckling pig with grilled apples 

in Dijon mustard sauce or

Patagonian lamb with pickled

figs and a tajine sauce (unik.pro; 

Soler 5132; 12.30pm–3pm

Tues–Sat & 8.30pm–midnight

Mon–Sat; mains from £14).

TOMO 1
European-influenced chef

Federico Fialayre promotes a

blend of Italian and Spanish

cooking methods in dishes that

use seasonal produce, and with a

focus on fresh fish. Sample his

famed cuisine with a three-course

prix fixe menu, which includes two

glasses of wine, coffee and petits 

fours (tomo1.com.ar; Carlos

Pellegrini 521; noon–3pm Mon–

Fri, 7.30pm–12.30am Mon–Sat; 

mains from £14). 

Ever-popular Cumaná

in the Recoleta ditrict
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MINI GUIDE
Eating in Buenos Aires

One of BA’s loveliest stays is

Cabrera Garden, a three-room

b&b run by a Polish-German gay 

couple.The remodelled ’20s

building has a garden and pool,

and rooms are richly decorated

(cabreragarden.com; JoséAntonio 

Cabrera 5855; from £110).

Alvear Palace Hotel is the

most traditional hotel in BA.

Rooms have Jacuzzis, Egyptian-

cotton sheets and posh toiletries, 

plus there’s a restaurant, tea

room, cigar bar, spa, indoor pool

and butler service (alvearpalace.

com; Av Alvear 1891; from £385).

TRANSPORT
BA flies direct from Heathrow to

BuenosAires (13¾ hours; from

£790; ba.com), whileAir France,

Emirates, KLM, Lufthansa and

United fly non-direct.The airport

is 21 miles south of the city centre

and you can take a shuttle with

transfer companies such as

ManuelTienda León (£8.70;

tiendaleon.com.ar). Alternatively,

walk to the taxi stand (a blue sign

saysTaxi Ezieiza) where a taxi will 

cost about £27 to the centre

(taxiezeiza.com.ar).The Subte

(underground) is the quickest way

to get around the city – a one-ride

card costs 30p – while the bus

system is huge and complex (buy

a Guia T for details of bus routes).

WHERE TO STAY
Racó de Buneos Aires is an

Italian-designed building that

offers 12 spacious rooms, all

individually styled and with high 

ceilings and wooden floors.

There’s also a small patio and a

wine bar (racodebuenosaires.com.

ar; Yapeyú 271; from £80).

STEAK IT OUT
Know your common cuts

in the world’s beef capital:

Bife de chorizo: sirloin;

a popular thick and juicy cut.

Bife de costilla or chuleta:

T-bone or porterhouse steak.

Bife de lomo: tenderloin;

a more tender, thinly cut  

piece of steak.

Cuadril: rump steak; often  

a thin cut.

Ojo de bife: ribeye; a choice 

smaller morsel.

Tira de asado: short ribs; thin,

strips of ribs sliced crosswise.

Vacío: flank steak; textured,

chewy but very flavouful.

O If you don’t specify, your steak

will come a punto – medium to

well done. If you want some

pink in the middle, ask for it 

jugoso (medium rare). 

Vueltay

vuelta is

rare and 

bien

cocido

is well

done.

Buenos Aires essentials

The living room atCabreraGarden,
complete with coffee table books

The know-how

 Eating  Sleeping
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FURTHER READING
Lonely Planet’s BuenosAires

(£13.99) is a comprehensive

guide to the city and Buenos

Aires Encounter (£7.99) is

ideal for short breaks. See

pickupthefork.com for bar

and restaurant reviews, plus

where to buy ingredients.

Jorge Luis Borges, who called 

BA home, was one of the

foremost writers of the 20th 

century – his A Universal

History of Iniquity (1935) is

considered by some to be the 

origin of magic realism in

Latin American literature.
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Fold 2

Fold 1

Outdoors
in Sydney

MINI GUIDE

November is usually the city’s sunniest

month, with temperatures warm but rarely

scorching,solittleencouragementisneeded 

to enjoy the plentiful beaches and parks.

TURN OVER FOR MAP AND NUMBER LOCATIONS

Beaches

Parks & gardens

Sports & activities

Bondi is an aboriginal word
for ‘water breaking over rocks’

James Craig was once a cargo ship
braving the storms of Cape Horn

The Royal Botanic Gardens  
were founded in 1816 

SYDNEY HARBOUR 
NATIONAL PARK
Thisscatteredparkprotectslarge

swathesofbusharoundtheshore.

It offers varied experiences, all

with blissful harbour views, and

covers islands, quiet beaches,

ancient rock art, lighthouses and

headlands.Freeself-guidedtours

are available from the park office

inhistoricCadmansCottage,near

Circular Quay in the city centre

(nationalparks.nsw.gov.au).

ROYAL BOTANIC 
GARDENS
These spacious gardens are

superbly tranquil, and well-

tended lawns, interesting

botanical collections and

ever-present harbour views

make it Sydney’s most beautiful

park. Highlights include the

rose garden, the rainforest walk

and a rare Wollemi pine. Be sure

to make like a local and take

a picnic (rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au;  

Mrs Macquaries Rd; free).

CENTENNIAL PARK
Created in 1888 in grand

Victorian style, Sydney’s biggest

parkisaramblingexpansefullof

horseriders,joggers,cyclistsand

skaters. Among the wide formal

avenues, ponds and statues is

the domed Federation Pavilion

– the spot where Australia was

proclaimed a nation in 1901.

Centennial Parklands Dining

encompasses a café, wine bar

and kiosk (centennialparklands.

com.au; Oxford St).

BONDI BEACH
At one of the world’s great

beaches, the Pacific arrives in

great foaming swells. It’s the

closest ocean beach to the city

centre (five miles away), has

consistently good waves and is

great for a rough-and-tumble 

swim (the average water

temperature is a considerate

21°C). After dark, the action

shifts to Italian diners, quirky

wine bars and bustling pubs.

SHARK BEACH
If in need of a swim, stroll down

to Shark Beach in leafy Nielsen 

Park, once part of the then

206-hectare Vaucluse House

estate. Despite the beach’s

ominous name, there’s really

nothing to worry about – there’s

a shark net to put nervous

swimmers at ease. It’s the pick

oftheharbourbeaches,sosneak

downonaweekdaywhenit’snot

too busy – just mums, kids, the

retiredandpeopletakingsickies

from work – for a picnic and  

a swim (Vaucluse Rd).

MANLY BEACH
Sydney’s second-most famous

stretch of golden sand, Manly

Beach stretches for a mile, lined 

by Norfolk Island pines and

scrappy mid-rise apartment

blocks. Fully embrace the local

lifestyle by learning to surf here

at one of the many surf schools.

The southern end of the beach, 

nearest the palm tree-lined

Corso, isknownasSouthSteyne,

with North Steyne in the centre

and Queenscliff at the northern 

end – each has its own surf 

lifesaving club.

CYCLING SYDNEY 
OLYMPIC PARK
The 640-hectare Olympic Park

has been turned into nature

reserves with 21 miles of cycle

ways. The best way to explore

is by bike. Bike Hire @ Sydney

Olympic Park operates from

Bicentennial Park and Blaxland

Riverside Park (bikehiresydney

olympicpark.com.au;Bicentennial

Dr; 8.30am–5.30pm; mountain 

bike £10 for 2 hours).

SAILING THE
JAMES CRAIG
This hulking three-masted iron

barque was built in England in

1874. Abandoned in Tasmania

in the 1930s, she was floated to

Sydney and restored in the ’70s.

Tall-ship tours are fortnightly

and include lunch, morning and

afternoon tea, and a sea shanty

or three (shf.org.au; Wharf 7,

Pyrmont; 9.15am–4pm Sat &

Sun every 2nd weekend; from 

£75, bookings essential).

GORDONS BAY
NATURE TRAIL
HeadtoClovellyBeach,anocean

channel ideal for swimming and

snorkelling – despite the swell

surging into the inlet, visibility is

great. On the other side of the

car park is a nature trail, a 500m

underwaterchainguidingdivers

past reefs, sand flats and kelp

forests,andtakinginseadragons,

giant cuttlefish and weedfish

(gordonsbayscubadivingclub.

com; Clovelly Rd; free).

Sydney Opera House,

designed by Danish

architect Jørn Utzon, 

opened in 1973
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MINI GUIDE
Outdoors in Sydney

Adina Apartments

Bondi Beach is super modern

and smartly appointed. The

apartments all have balconies

and the hotel offers a lap-pool, 

gym and in-house movies

(adinahotels.com.au;69–73Hall

St; from £65 without breakfast).

Neighbouring the Opera

House, Pullman Quay Grand

Sydney Harbour has well-

designed apartments encircled

by top restaurants, cocktail bars 

and that attention-seeking

harbour (pullmanhotels.com;

61 Macquarie St; from £195).

TRANSPORT

Numerous airlines, including

BA and Qantas, fly to Sydney

Airport (from £780 from London

Heathrow;qantas.com.au).Taxis

to the city cost up to £25, airport

shuttles to city hotels from £3,

whiletrainsdepartfrombeneath

the terminal, but charge £8 for

the short journey into the city. If

you’rehereforaweek,aMyMulti

1 pass (£23; transportnsw.info)

will get you most places on

trains, ferries, buses and trams.

Trainsarereliableandreasonably

frequent,whilebuseswillgetyou

to all the places that trains don’t

go,suchasBondiandtheeastern

beaches. Ferries are an excellent 

way to see the harbour.

WHERE TO STAY

The Outback Lodge, in Manly,

is a salmon-pink stucco house

with a little windmill on its lawn.

Its tidy, unassuming rooms offer

excellent value for money. Each

hasanensuiteandakitchenette

orfullkitchen(theoutbacklodge.

com.au; 5 Smith St; from £35).

URBAN JUNGLE

OMrs Macquaries Point is a

good place to see sulphur-

crested cockatoos (below)

disturbing the peace with their

raucous caws. Keep an eye on

the sky for the twilight flyover

of grey-headed flying foxes.

O Lizard-like water dragons can

be spotted sunning themselves

in Lane Cove National Park and

in the bush around Parsley Bay.

OYou might be lucky enough

to come across a goanna on

the Manly Scenic Walkway,

which also hosts wildflowers

and spiders in bottlebrush trees.

OWhales pass the coast

from May to

December

and it’s

possible to

spot their

spouts from

clifftops – grab 

a perch at

Waverley

Cemetery and

follow the whale-

watching boats.

Sydney essentials

The Outback Lodge retains many 

of its quirky heritage features

The know-how

 Beaches  Activities  Sights  Sleeping
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FURTHER READING

Lonely Planet’s Sydney

(£13.99) is a comprehensive

guide – download chapters

at lonelyplanet.com (£2.99),

while Pocket Sydney (£7.99)

is ideal for shorter trips. In

early November, the cliff-

top trail from Bondi Beach

to Tamarama transforms

into a sculpture garden

(sculpturebythesea.com).

In Voss, Nobel Prize-winner 

Patrick White contrasts

the unforgiving outback

with Sydney colonial life

(Vintage Classics, £9.99).
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We’re offering one Lonely Planet Traveller

reader and their guest a three-night stay

at the award-winning Isle of Eriska Hotel

(eriska-hotel.co.uk) on the remote west 

coast of Scotland.

Having travelled first class from London

to Scotland on the Caledonian Sleeper train

(sleeper.scot), you will be driven a short

distance to the private island of Eriska.

After settling into your room, you will then

have a chance to explore the island, where

Highland cattle graze, badgers visit nearby

and grey seals swim along the shoreline.

During your stay, you will be treated to

two dinners celebrating local produce at

the hotel’s Michelin-starred restaurant,

plus a dinner in the Deck Restaurant.

You will also receive a complimentary

30-minute Rasul Mud treatment, and

the choice of either a 90-minute holistic

back, face and scalp treatment, or a holistic

total body care treatment. Complete your 

break by enjoying unlimited use of the

hotel’s new spa facilities, indoor tennis 

courts and nine-hole golf course. CONDITIONS OF ENTRY

1.The promoter of this competition is Immediate Media Company London Limited. 2.The prize consists of two first-class tickets on the Caledonian

Sleeper from London toCrianlarich, travel betweenCrianlarich andConnel Ferry stations, taxi to the hotel, three nights’ accommodation, two dinners

in the hotel’s Michelin-starred restaurant, one dinner in the Deck Restaurant, breakfast each morning, morning coffee and afternoon tea each day,

30-minute Rasul Mud treatment, either a 90-minute holistic back, face and scalp treatment or a 90-minute holistic total body care treatment, and

unlimited use of the spa facilities, indoor tennis and nine-hole golf course. 3.Travel not permitted between 16 December 2015–31 January 2016.

Travel must be taken before 30 June 2016. Both train and hotel subject to availability. 4.The prize does not include travel insurance, additional meals 

and refreshments, optional activities or spending money. 6. For full terms and conditions, visit lonelyplanet.com/magazine/competitions.

THE PRIZE

XTwo first-class tickets on the Caledonian Sleeper train

XThree nights’ accommodation at the Isle of Eriska Hotel

XTwo dinners at the hotel’s Michelin-starred restaurant  

and one dinner at the new Deck Restaurant

XBreakfast, morning coffee and afternoon tea each day

XComplimentary 30-minute Rasul Mud spa treatment,

plus choice between two 90-minute holistic treatments

XUnlimited use of hotel’s spa, tennis and golf facilities

HOWTO ENTER
For you chance to win this fantastic prize, fill in your details online at lonelyplanet.com/

magazine/competitions. Competition closes at 11.59pm on Sunday 15 November 2015.

Terms and conditions apply: see lonelyplanet.com/magazine/competitions for full details.

WIN a luxury break in Scotland

Eriska’s main house
was built in 1884 in the
Scottish Baronial style
by architect Hippolyte
Blanc, best known for his
Gothic Revival churches

Worth

£1,500
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G L O B E T R O T T E R

Travel Quiz

4
Which is the

highest peak in 

Africa?

6
Which is the only country outside

Europe and the Caribbean Islands to

have Dutch as its main language?

8
Which of these is not one of

the sea areas read out on the

Radio 4 shipping forecast:

Dogger, Forties, Solway or Viking?

7
It’s 100 years

since Franz

Kafka’s typically

surreal novel The

Metamorphosis

was published.

Which city was he

born in, and most

associated with?
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What on Earth?
YOUWANTANSWERS?

1)X–ONLYFOUNDINMEXICOANDLUXEMBOURG.2)NEWORLEANS.3)CROATIA(HRVATSKAINCROATIAN).

 4) KILIMANJARO, IN TANZANIA.  5) ROMANIA.  6) SURINAME.  7) PRAGUE.  8) SOLWAY.  9) SOUTHEAST ASIA.

3
October 18 is

Necktie Day,

honouring a fashion

started by 17th-

century mercenaries.

Which country did

they come from? (Its

name is linked to the

word ‘cravat’.)

2
Which US

city is home

to the

Sazerac, one

of the first

cocktails

to be

invented?

1
Which letter of

the alphabet

appears the

least frequently

in the (English-

language)

names of the

world’s

countries?

9
Which region of the world is home

to Rafflesia arnoldii, which produces

the largest individual flowers  

of any plant?

5
In which country can you find the

historic region of Transylvania?



Available now from all good bookstores and

online at shop.lonelyplanet.com

Explore the planet’s most majestic and mystical places

with this thought-provoking collection of photography

from every continent. Experience thrilling sights and

phenomena and rekindle your relationship with the wild.

Unlock the secrets 

of our wild world.



South Tyrol ...
 Italy with a twist

a

d

ch

4
Bolzano
Bozen

South Tyrol is Italy at its best – with an added dash of Alpine influence.

Discerning skiers enjoy guaranteed snow coverage on 90% of slopes,

cosy mountain huts and an awe-inspiring backdrop of the Dolomites.

Add to that, 300 days of sunshine a year, delicious food fusing Italian

and alpine flavours and quality regional wines and it’s clear to see why 

South Tyrol really is Italy with a twist.

www.suedtirol.info


